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The Board found that a Type 1 differing site
Tvoe 1
Differing Site Condition
condition existed at the project site (South River Bridge) where test piles
reached bearing at elevations that significantly varied from the elevations at
which bearing was expected to be reached as represented by the estimated tip
elevations set forth in the contract.
-

-

Differing Site Condition
The Board found that a Type 2 differing site
Type 2
condition existed given the significant variations in elevations at which piles
achieved their bearing capacity within and between piers during both the test
pile phase and the production pile phase of the contract work. Such variation
in depths of elevation when driving piling in the site area of the South River
was unusual and not ordinarily encountered.
-

-

If a contractor’s costs of
Differing Site Condition
Equitable Ad.justment
performance increased due to a differing site condition, the contractor is
entitled to an equitable adjustment for such costs, however occurring, even if
overall contract performance time did not extend beyond the contract time
allowed. Performance within the contract period, however, eliminates recovery
for contract delay type costs, e.g., extended overhead.
-

-

Where the responsibility for
Differing Site Condition
Equitable Adjustment
damage is clear the Board does not require that the amount thereof be
ascertainable with absolute exactness or mathematical precision. It is enough
if the evidence adduced is sufficient to enable the Board to make a fair and
reasonable approximation.
-

-
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OPINION BY MR. KETCHEN

involves Appellant’s appeal of the State Highway
Administration’s denial of Appellant’s differing site conditions and changes
claims for an equitable adjustment in the amount of $576,454.16 plus predecision
This timely appeal

interest.
In general, Appellant asserts differing site conditions claims and changes
I.
claims with attendant impact costs in the total amount of approximately
$890,926.21 predecision interest. Appellant’s claim is based on 131 days of
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critical and non-critical delay although the contract was completed within the
time allowed by the contract. The claims as modified and asserted by Appellant
based on its view of the evidentiary record are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

5 Days (40 hrs.)

Wave Equation Analysis
lest Load at Pier 9

$ 22,137.73
$ 39,244.07

18” Precast Prestressed
Concrete Test Piles
18” Precast Prestressed
Concrete Production Piles
14’ Steel Test Piles
(Piers 13 & 14)
14’ Steel Production Piles
(Piers 13 & 14)

$115,141.78

22 Days
25.5 Days (204 hrs.)

$161,593.72

44 Days

Total Claim
(without interest)

$576,454.16

$34,237.64
$204,099.22

FINDINGS OF FACT
In early 1980, SHA solicited and received bids for Contract No. AA-16g501-570, FAP No. BR-F-257-1(5) for the construction a 2,465 foot, four-lane
steel beam bridge on Route 2 over the South River in Edgewater, Maryland, and
1.

for the demolition of an existing two-lane bridge at that site.
The Special Provisions of the contract at page 60 described the scope of
2.
work for the project in part as follows:
1. The construction of a steel beam bridge with twenty 90-0’ spans,
two 130’-O” spans, two 87’-6” spans, one 70’-O” span and a 160’-O”
channel span. Clear roadway widths of 36’-O”.
2. The construction of approach embankment for the proposed roadway
at the bridge site.
3. The construction of utilities are shown on the drawings included
in the Contract.

3.

4. The safe and continuous maintenance of vehicular traffic on
Maryland Route 2 and on South River Road during the life of the
contract.
Certain contract provisions pertinent to the issues raised in the instant

appeal are attached to this decision as Appendix A.
The new South River Bridge replaced an older two-lane span bridge at
4.
approximately the same site. Unlike the old bridge, the new bridge does not have
a movable center span. Instead, the new bridge was constructed with a center span
160 feet long set 55 feet above the water. Appellant as the contractor was
required to demolish the old bridge after the new bridge was

C
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2

opened to traffic.

As viewed by a reasonable prudent contractor, as derived

from the testimony of Appellant’s expert,1 Mr. Friets, the contract documents
as bid on provided for construction of the new South River Bridge as follows:
Overview
As detailed on the Contract Drawings, the 2,465 foot long
South River Bridge includes a total of 25 pile supported piers,
numbered from No. 1 on the Steuart Corner (South West) end
consecutively through No. 25 on the Annapolis (North East) end.
Pier Nos. 1, 24 and 25 are located above the water line (i.e.,
land or shore piers) and the remaining 22 are located in the
river (I.e., water piers). Pier Nos. 13 and 14, which carry the
long span over the proposed channel, are founded on 14 inch 89
pound steel piles. The other two piers are founded on 18 inch
square prestressed concrete piles. Two exclusive bid items, one
for test (indicator) piles and one for production piles, are
provided for each type of piling, each on a unit price per linear
foot of piling basis. The bid Item provided for load testing is
common to both types of piling on a unit price per each load
test basis. The Bid Quantities for all five of these bid items
are consistent with information furnished by the Contract
Drawings.
The Contract Drawings include the location and test data
for each of 26 boring and drive tests which are roughly evenly
spaced along the bridge center line.
The Contract Drawings locate particular permanent piles to
first as test (indicator) piles, with certain of these
driven
be
test (indicator) piles to be used for pile load tests. The Specifi
cations provide for payment under both the test (indicator) pile
and pile load test bid items.
Due both to the soil characteristics shown by the borings
and to the selection of uniform section type piling, both the 14
inch 89 pound steel piles and the 18 inch square prestressed
concrete piles would be expected to be essentially end—bearing in
nature.
As detailed on the Contract Drawings, top of pile elevat
ions are eli under or only slightly above the water surface. The
incidence of battered piles is quite high. 2
The Specifications state that jetting of 14 inch 89 pound
steel piles will not be permitted, and that jetting of 18 inch
square prestressed concrete piles will be permitted only after
N’

‘App. Exh. 1003, Appendix A, Direct Testimony of Neal R. Friets.
2Battered piles are driven at an angle as distinquished from plumb piles which
are driven straight into the ground.
3
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receipt and approval of the Contractor’s proposed methods.
Specifications also require that wave equation analyses be
submitted prior to any driving.

The

Test Piles
Bid Item No. 404 is provided exclusively for 14 inch 89
pound steel test (indicator) piles and Bid Item No. 408 is
provided exclusively for 18 inch square prestressed concrete test
(indicator) piles. The Bid Quantity of 450 linear feet for 14 inch
89 pound steel test (indicator) piles Is consistent with the
Contract Drawings which specifically locate three steel test
(indicator) piles each at Pier Nos. 13 and 14, with one of these
test (indicator) piles at each pier shown to be used for load
testing as well; it is apparent that the Estimated Pile Tip
Elevations established on the Contract Drawings were used as the
basis for determining the Bid Quantity. Similarly, the Bid
Quantity of 2,390 linear feet for 18 inch square prestressed
concrete test (indicator) piles is consistent with the Contract
Drawings which specifically locate two concrete test (indicator)
piles at each of 23 piers, with one of these test (Indicator) piles
at Pier Nos. 9, 15 and 20 to be used for load testing as well; it
is apparent that the Estimated Pile Tip Elevations established on
the Contract Drawings were used as the basis for determining
the Bid Quantity.
The Contract Drawings and the Specifications call for plumb
piles to be used for test (indicator) and test loading purposes.
The Specifications provide that measurement for payment of
a test (indicator) pile shall be made from the driven tip to a
maximum of five feet above the cut-off elevation, except that if
used for test loading, the top of the test pile shall be a minimum
of five feet above mean high water.
Test piles are commonly called indicator piles, in that they
generally determine the length of piles in the immediately
adjacent area.
Pile Load Tests
•

Bid Item No. 409 is provided for load testing both 14 inch
89 pound steel piles and 18 inch square prestressed concrete
piles. The Bid Quantity of five each pile load tests is consistent
with the Contract Drawings which specifically call for load
testing of one pile each at Pier Nos. 13 and 14 on 14 inch 89
pound steel piles and load testing of one pile each at Pier Nos.
9, 15 and 20 on 18 inch square prestressed concrete piles.
The Contract Drawings note that both the steel and the
concrete piles have design capacity of 100 tons at 100% unit
stress condition, and state that all piles are to be driven to 120%
of the design toad equal to 120 tons. The Specifications call for
test loadings of 200 tons, which is 200% of the design load.
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Pile load tests are commonly considered the most reliable
check on the applicability of pile driving formulae to determine
the acceptability of driven piles, that is, the actual load-carrying
capability of piles as driven.
Production Piling
Bid Item No. 403 is provided exclusively for 14 Inch 89
pound steel production piles and Bid item No. 407 is provided
exclusively for 18 inch square prestressed concrete production
piles. The Bid Quantity of 12,450 linear feet for 14 inch 89
pound steel production piles Is consistent with the Contract
Drawings, and It is apparent that the Estimated Pile Tip Ele
vations established on the Contract Drawings were used as the
basis for determining the Bid Quantity. Similarly, the Bid
Quantity of 32,515 linear feet for 18 inch square prestressed
concrete production piles is consistent with the Contract
Drawings, and it is apparent that the Estimated Pile Tip Ele
vations established on the Contract Drawings were used as the
basis for determining the Bid Quantity. The Minimum Pile Tip
Elevations established on the Contract Drawings are identical to
the Estimated Pile Tip Elevations on 9 of the 25 pIers and differ
by 3 feet or less on 15 of the 25 piers; on only 7 piers do they
vary by more than 5 feet and the maximum indicated difference
is 8 feet.
The Contract Drawings call for the tops of all 14 inch 89
pound steel piles to be at Elevation —25, with the plumb piles
under Pier No. 13 estimated to be 55 feet long and under Pier
No. 14 estimated to be 80 feet long. On this basis, there would
be no splices In this Pier No. 13 piling and one splice each in
the Pier No. 14 piling, using normal mill lengths; such single
splices can routinely be made as an operation prior to putting
the pile in the leads.3 The Specifications state that only one
splice per pile is contemplated as permitted on the 14 inch 89
pound steel piling, and that splices will not be measured for
separate payment. Using welded splices effectively requires that
all splicing be completed pçior to the pile being within approxi
mately 25 feet of take—up.”
The Contract Drawings call for the tops of all 18 inch
square prestressed concrete piles (except those In Pier Nos. 1, 24
and 25) to be at Elevation +1, with the piles for each pier
estimated to have the same tip elevation, varying only [from]
pier to pier. On this basis, most of this piling would not require
any special handling due to long length or heavy [pickup]
considerations. The Specifications state that no field splices will
be permitted in any pile unless specifically approved in writing,
and that no payment will be made for field splices or buildup.
3me lead is a device into which the pile Is placed. It holds and guides the
vile in the proper direction during pile driving.
“Take-up” is the term used to describe the event that occurs when a pile
reaches the desired load bearing capacity.
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The Contract Drawings show that approximately one-half of
the 14 inch 89 pound steel piles and approximately two—thirds of
The 18 inch square prestressed concrete piles are to be battered
piles. Though this incidence of battered piles Is quite high, it
does not present a construction problem If the piling can be
driven to or nearly to grade as there will be no interference
between pile tops.
The Contract Drawings call for all 18 inch square pre—
stressed concrete piles to be cast with ten each #6 reinforcing
bar dowels protruding from the tops a length of approximately 2
feet, with embedment into piles of 7 feet, 6 inches. The
associated Note states that if pile cutoff is required, these
reinforcing bars will not be cut unless embedment into piles is
thus reduced to less than 2 feet. This effectively permits up to
a 5 foot, 6 inch pile cutoff without altering the reinforcing bar
dowels installed during manufacture of the prestressed concrete
piling.
*

*

*

....The information provided relative to pile driving operations for the
[ provides:]
South River Brie piers
(1)

The contract provides a reasonable number of borings, test (indica—
tar) piles and load tests.

(2)

The Bid Quantities are consistent with the Contract Drawings,
specifically the Estimated Pile Tip Elevations established on the
Contract Drawings.

(3)

The Estimated
Drawings show
for a few feet
with relatively

(4)

The Contract Drawings effectively furnish an estimated length
for each pile by virtue of complete Estimated Pile Tip Ele
vations and dimensions to pile tops from foundation elevations.
This estimated length for each pile is the basis for Bid Quantities
and is reasonably the basis for estimating the cost of both test
(indicator) and production piling, which in turn provide the bidding
basis for Project duration.

(5)

Test loading piles to 200% of the design load Is common, but
requiring piles to be driven to 120% of the design load is unusual.

Pile Tip Elevations established on the Contract
profile correlation in that they generally provide
of pile penetration into very dense, silty sand
high sampling spoon blows per foot.5

5The sampling spoon blows per foot is a measure of soil resistance obtained
from the soil borings taken. Thus the number of blows per foot for the
sampling spoon obtained In the soil boring process gives an indication of the
soil density at the soil boring location.
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(6)

The Bidding Documents effectively encourage test (indicator)
piles to be provided no more than five feet longer than the
corresponding estimated pile lengths, unless they are to be used
for load testing.

(7)

The Bidding Documents effectively infer and represent that
production piles in each pier will be predictable and uniform In
driving characteristics and lengths, Involving only minor cutoffs in
some Instances, and it was reasonable to rely on such representa
tion for bid preparation.

(8)

It was reasonable to expect that the piling operation could be
smoothly sequenced and performed without delays...

(9)

The Contractor should not have anticipated major variances between
driven pile lengths for individual piers, or piling substantially longer
than set forth in the Contract Drawings, or pile removals, or major
cutoffs, or repetitive splices; such changes when experienced are
very costly, both in terms of direct expense and extension of
construction time. Such major cost items are not reasonably
included in unit prices, as they are unknown and unexpected at the
time of bidding.

(10)

Extra work and delays In the piling operation [could] be critical
to overall job progress.
*

*

5.

*

The contract requirements for driving the 18” prestressed concrete piles

driven at all concrete pile piers were similar to those for the 14” steel piles
driven at Piers 13 and 14.

However, the specifications did not permit the

use of jetting to drive steel piles.

(Contract Special Provisions, p. 73).

And

the specifications required a wave equation analysis to size the pile—hammer
system for the concrete piles.

Thus the Special Provisions, at page 79 of the

contract, for the 18” prestressed concrete piles state:
The Contractor shall size the complete pile-hammer system by
a suitable wave equation analysis for the various subsurface
conditions to be encountered on the project in order to
prevent over—stressing the piles and submit the analyses to the
Engineer prior to any driving.

7
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The specifications, as discussed below, also permitted use of two different
empirical pile driving formulas to drive the steel and the concrete piles
(Contract Special Provisions, pp.

depending on the pile driving hammers used.
73—76, 78—81).
6.

On March 18, 1980, the SI-IA

Four contractors bid on this project.

opened the bids for the construction of the new steel beam bridge at South
River.

Hardaway Constructors, Inc. (Appellant) of Columbus, Georgia was the

lowest responsive and responsible bidder.

It submitted a bid in the amount of

$20,022,432.00.
7.

Appellant’s contract prices for the pile driving were as follows:
Item 407—32,515 Linear
Feet (LF) of 18 in. square
prestressed concrete pile

$25.OOIL.F.

$812,475

Item 408—2,340 Linear
Feet (LF) of 18 in. square
prestressed concrete test
pile

$35.001L.F.

$ 83,650

Item 403—12,450 Linear
Feet (LF) of 14 in. Steel
HP Bearing Piles (89#)

$30.00/L.F.

$373,500

Item 404—450 Linear
Feet L.F. of 14 in. Steel
HP Bearing Test Piles (89#)

$35.00/L.F.

$ 15,750

Bidders were required to submit bith based on a fixed unit price per linear
The unit prices included Appellant’s

foot for the four categories of piling.

price for all materials, equipment, labor, overhead, and profit.
8.

On May 13, 1980, SHA issued a notice of award to Appellant.

The

projects required duration was 595 work days; 465 work days to complete the
new bridge and open It to traffic, and 130 work days to remove the existing
bridge after the opening of the new bridge.

A formal contract between SHA

and Appellant was executed on June 11, 1980.

The liquidated damages

0
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established by the special provisions of the contract for this project were
$700.00 per working day for construction of the new bridge and $250.00 per
working day for removal of the existing bridge.
9.

According to Appellant’s schedule submitted on July 30, 1980, Appellant

originally planned to complete the project on October 16, 1982.

However, the

new bridge was not opened until November II, 1982, the 483rd work day.

No

liquidated damages were assessed since Extra Work Orders No. 1 through No.
6, No. 8 and No. 10 granted Appellant an 18 work day extension of time.
The demolition of the old bridge was completed on April 6, 1983, 89 work
days after the opening of the new bridge.

The project was accepted by SHA

on May 12, 1983.
10.

Appellant begun submitting claims for reimbursement for its cost
Appel—

overruns to the SI-IA procurement officer beginning In January 1981.

lent thereafter submitted to the SHA procurement officer in May, 1982 one
consolidated large claim that incorporated the several previously submitted
claims.

in a final procurement officer’s decision issued on July 10, 1985, the

SHA procurement officer denied Appellant’s claims on substantive grounds;
that is, based on his decision that Appellant had not shown that it was
entiUed to an equitable adjustment under a contract remedy granting clause,
i.e., the Differing Site Conditions Clause or the Changes Clause.
Tab. II, SHA Procurement Officer’s Final Decis½i (July 10, 1985)).

(Rule 4 File,
Appeilant

thereafter filed a timely appeal with the Appeals Board.
11.

With regard to the driving of the 18” concrete piles, the contract calls

for driving approxImately 46 concrete test piles and 650 concrete production
piles at the pier locations across a stretch of river running from PIer 1 on
the south side of the river to Pier 25 on the north side of the river.
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12.

As summarized from Mr. Friets’ testimony, set forth above, the plans

and specificatiorn specified estimated Up elevations for each pie.

In general

terms, the estimated tip elevation is the approximate or estimated elevation
below the ground surface at which piles should reach their intended design
bearing capacity.

These estimated tip elevations as set forth in the contract

plans represent the bridge designer’s projection based on the bridge design and
on the soil borings taken and analyzed at each pier of the approximate depth
at which the pie piles would be driv before they would take-up.

The

estimated tip elevations for each pier, as set forth in the contract plans, are
the basis on which bidders, Including Appellant, determined their bid prices.
They necessarily used the estimated tip elevations and number of piles
required at each pier to determine the length of piling necessary and the
length of each individual pile at each pier.

When the length of pile for each

pie (i.e., the linear feet from the specified cutoff elevation of +1 foot above
mean low water for concrete piles to the specified estimated tip elevation

(-1)

times the number of piles required) is totaled for all piers, the amount
determined represents the total linear feet of piling required to support the
bridge structure, at least in the designer’s view as set forth in the contract
documents.
13.

In the same manner, Appellant determined the length of the indicator

(test) piles for the required test driving program at each concrete pier pile.
The contract required the contractor to drive two test piles at each pier
location requiring prestressed concrete piles.
14.

The contract plans and specifications also provided a minimum Up eleva—

Uon for each pier.

The minimum tip elevation Is the mandatory depth

penetration requirements for each pile at each pier.

In other worc, Appel—

C
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lant had to &ive each pile past the depth represented on the plans by the
minimum tip elevation shown even though the pile may have reached the
requisite bearing prior to reaching the specified minimum Up elevation.
15.

As stated, the two test piles driven at each pier that required 18” x 18”

prestressed concrete piles (we also refer to these piles as 18” prestressed
concrete piles) were the means under the contract by which Appellant
determined the actual length of each production pile required to be driven
and from this length the total amount of production piling that Appellant had
to order from the manufacturer as being probably required at each pier.
Test piles which achieved a satisfactory bearing were paid for under the
contract as test piles but were kept in place and used as production piles
while test piles which failed to achieve bearing were withdrawn or abandoned,
and under the terms of the contract were not to be paid for.
16.

As Indicated, production piles of the appropriate length were ordered for

each pier based on the results of the test pile program.

The depth at which

bearing was achieved by the test piles indicated the approximate depth at
which production piles should reach bearing.

By multiplying the number of

piles required for a pier by the length of pile necessary as indicated by the
test piles, Appellant could determine the total amount of production piling to
order from the manufacturer for that pier.

As many as 34 production piles

of appropriate lengtls per pier for the piers requiring 18” prestressed concrete
piles were then ordered from the manufacturer based on the elevations at
which the test piles for each pier reached bearing.

Note, however, that the

two test piles required at each pier were driven at two different locations
toward either end of each pier.

The concrete piers were as much as 80 feet

11
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wide measured from an end pile location at one end to an end pile location
at the other.

Piers 13 and 14 where steel test piles were driven were

approximately 115 feet wide.
17.

In determining the lengths of test piles to be driven for the test pile

program conducted at each pier location, Appellant at the time of bidding,
when It determined the unit prices it would offer, relied on the estimated tip
elevations set forth on the contract plam and added a five foot “cushion”.
That is, it accounted for this extra five feet In its bid.

The contract plans

indicated that pile lengths (quantities) should be bid and ordered on the basis
of 5 feet above the cutoff elevation of +1 foot.

This meant that Appellant

based its bid on an additional 10 foot length of pile above the one foot
cutoff elevation that it estimated could be required to perform the contract
work.

Thus, under the contract unit prices that Appellant bid, the unit price

per linear foot of pile driven included some of Appellant’s costs that it had
anticipated from having to drive an extra ten feet for each pile driven.

The

(EZ)

desa’ibed method of measurement for payment on a unit price basis is also
the method used for measurement and payment for driving the 14” steel H
piles at Piers 13 and 14.
18.

Before beginning its test pile program for the conete pile piers,

Appellant was required to perform a wave equation analysis.

A wave

equation analysis is based on statistical models developed by structural
engineers and Insures that the pile hammer and pile hammer driving system,
Including associated equipment, selected to drive the piles does not over—
stress, or weaken, or break the piles during driving.

A pile driving hammer

properly sized based on a wave equation analysis also helps to assure that the
piles are accurately driven to specified load bearing capacities based on the
empirical pile driving formulas used.

C)
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Appellant engaged the services of an expert In civil engineering construe—
Non, Dr. T. J. Hinh, to conduct the required wave equation analysis.
Appellant subsequently submitted the results of Dr. Hirsh’s analysis to Si-IA
pursuant to the contract’s requirements, although Appellant maintains that the
contract did not require Si-IA to review and approve Appellant’s wave equation
analysis before Appellant could proceed with driving the bridge piling.

SHA

Informed Appellant that SHA would not accept and pay for any test pile
driven to bearing until the wave equation analysis and pile driving hammer
Pending SHA approval of Appellant’s

equipment had been approved by SHA.

wave equation analysis, SHA would not permit Appellant to drive piling to
elevations greater than -75’.
19.

SHA rejected Appellant’s first wave equation analysis.

Appellant

submitted a second, revised wave equation on October II, 1980 which was
approved on October 16, 1980.
20.

Appellant planned to drive test piles starting from the south side of the

river at PIe 3 and to proceed north to PIer 9, where It was to conduct the
first static or live load test on a prestressed conaete pile.

As set forth the

contract required Appellant to conduct a load test on piles driven at desig
nated locations at Piers 9, 15, and 20 before ordering production or perma
nent piling.
the pile.

A load test involves placing an actual load (here 200 tons) on

The load applied is equivalent to the design load capacity of the

pile wlth.the pile to be tested driven In accordance with specified parame
tars, i.e., according to the specified empirical pile driving formula.

The

pspe of the load test is to verify that the pile driving formula used to
drive the piles will result in piles that achieve the design bearing capacity
set forth in the contract and thus provide driven piles that are capable of

13
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carrying the specified design load f or the bridge.

Appellant planned to order

the production piles for these piers, Piers 3-9, on the basis of the results of
the load test at Pier 9.
When Appellant submitted its intended pile driving procedure, it re

21.

quested permission to use the Standard Engineering New Record Formula (SEN
Formula) for driving the piles with an appropriately sized hammer.
Formula is set forth in Appendix A of this Decision.

The SEtI

A pile driving formula

is an empirical formula used to aid in selecting a pile hammer and as a
guideline for the bridge builder to determine the depth at which a pile will
attain the specified load bearing capacity, as indicated by the blowcount
applied to the pile.

The blowcount for a pile being driven is the number of

blows it takes to drive a pile through one foot of material and is a function
of the size, speed, and energy generated by the pile driving hammer.
In this bridge building project, the contract special provisions specified

22.

the Modified Engineering News Record Formula (MEN Formula) for driving the

0

18” x 18” prestressed concrete piles as opposed to the Standard Engineering
News Record Formula (SEN Formula).

The SEN Formula is the standard pile

driving formula normally used by the State of Maryland for bridge construc
tion.

As indicated above, Appellant encountered difficulties in achieving pile

bearing as prescribed by the MEN Formula at the estimated tip elevations
indicated In the contract, and requested SI-IA to allow it to use the SEN
Formulainstead.
Under the SEN Formula, blowcount requirements do not increase as pile
length Increases.

However, when using the MEN Formula to drive piles, the

bloweounts necessary to attain bearing Increase with depth, I.e., due to the
increasing length and weight of pile.
increasing lengthof pile.

¶22Z

The MEN Formula considers the

The SEN Formula does not.

14

In other worc, the

a

factors In the MEN Formula dictate that as the pile length increases the
required bloweount to achieve bearing will also increase.

This will result in

greater pile depths to attain the required bearing capacity when using the
MEN Formula rather than the SEN Formula other factors being equal.
23.

Appellant began its test pile driving program for driving 18” X 18”

prestressed concrete piles on September 5, 1980.

Appellant soon after

encountered difficulties in getting the test piles to achieve bearing at ele
vaUom consistent with the estimated tip elevaUom shown on the contract
plans.

The test piles were being driven much deeper than the estimated tip

elevafiom without achieving bearing.

For example, at Pie 6 Appellant

experienced subsurface conditions that were materially and substantially
different than what was indicated on the contract plans.
attained bearing at the

—

The two test piles

50 foot elevation, although the contract plans

indicated the estimated tip elevation as —35 feet (a 143% increase).

At many

piers, Appellant drove test piles and achieved the required blowcount estab
lishing the required pile bearing capacity within the anticipated ten foot range
of the estimated tip elevation, i.e., within the five feet added by the
contract to the cutoff elevation and the five feet Aopellant added as a
At other piers, however, Appellant

cushion when ordering the test piles.6

found that the length of pile selected based on the contract!s estimated Up
elevations, ev6n with the extra ten foot cushion, was not long enough and the
piles did not reach bearing within approximately ten feet of the estimated Up
elevation.

When this occurred, Appellant was compelled to make a choice.

61n this decision “bearing” and “blowcount” are used interchangeably to mean
the elevation at which a pile reaches the specified bearing load capacity
based on the specified empirical pile driving formula. To reiterate, the
blowcount represents the number of blows It takes to drive a pile one foot
through soil material. Bearing under a particular formula, e.g., the MEN
Formula, Is reached when the number of blowocunts to the pile attains the
number of blowcoimts specified by the formula.

15
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ft could remove (pull) the test pile and replace It with a longer one that had
been designated for another pie, or it could splice a second length of pile
onto the first.

Neither solution was a good one and both added to the time

and costs of construction when compared to having a pile attain bearing at or
near the indicated contract elevation for a pile set forth as the estimated tip
elevation
24.

SplicIng is structurally undesirable, although permitted, and involves a

significant amount of time to perform.

The “remove and replace!’ option is

preferred, although this option creates Its own set of problems.

Removing a

pile Involves the use of a crane and a water jet which forces tightly pres—
strized water alongside the pile (“jetting”) In order to loosen and wash away
the soil surrounding the pile.

Because of this disturbance of the subsurface

material, jetting has a potentially deleterious effect on the soil strrotmding
the area where it Is used.

Under the terms of the contract, Appellant was

not entitled to payment for jetting or for removing a pile.
Specifications §34.05-5 “Basis for Payment”).

(SHA Standard

C.)

On the other hand as an

expedient, borrowing longer test piles already designated for other piers to
replace test piles that had to be removed because they were too short
disrupted Appellant’s “production line” operation and contributed to a loss of
its production efficiency.
25.

As Pie 1 was a land pier, Appellant had intended to start driving the

two test piles at Pie 3 as its first pier for Qile driving work within the
river.

Pier 2 was located right at the waterline.

Beginning with Pier 3, the

pier locations wee within the river’s boundaries so that piles obviously had to
be driven into the soil below the water surface.

After completing the driving

of the test piles at PIer 3, Appellant intended to move to PIer 4 and drive
two test piles and so on through Pier 9 in a northerly direction across the
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river.

Pier 9 as discussed below, Is where the contract required Appellant to

conduct the first live load on a test pile to confirm the validity of the pile
driving formula and driving inethock before ordering the conaete production
piling from the manufacturer.

Because the subsurface conditions proved to be

unusual and abnormally erratic, Appellant became uncertain as to what length
of test pile to use, although the contract plans expressly indicated the
estimated tip elevations at each pier at which Appellant could expect to
achieve bearing wh driving the test piles.

In this regard, as an example of

the circumstances that Appellant encountered, Appellant traversed the river
from pier to pier in a northerly direction driving test piles.

At a pier a test

pile would drive to its bearing capacity at a shallower depth than Appellant
anticipated from review of the contract plans.

This left a test pile, which

Appellant had chosen on the basis of the contract’s estimated tip elevation,
with an excess length of pile sticking out of the water above the cutoff
elevation that had to be cutoff.
procedure.

Cutoff of a pile Is in itself an expensive

If Appellant had to cutoff piles greater than five feet the cutoff

procedure required a cona’ete saw and jackhammer as well as a a’ane to hold
the heavy piece of piling being cutoff.
26.

At Piers 10, 17, 18, and 20, Appellant drove test piles which It had to

remove and for which it did not receive compensation.

At Piers 6, 8, 9, 11,

and 12, Appellant &ove test piles 19 feet beyond the estimated tip elevation
shown on the plans for these piers.

However, because it had selected longer

test piles from other test piles it had available and that it had intended to
drive at other pier locations, Appellant was able to achieve the requisite
blowcount.

It thus avoided the circumstance of having to pull these longer

test piles because of running short of pile before bearing capacity could be
reached.

17
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27.

Appellant claims, however, that because It was forced to use test piles

in the described fashion its production efficiency was significanuy Impaired,
although it was paid for the complete quantity of pile driven based on the
contract unit price for driving test piles.

Appellant maintains that borrowing

and using test piles it planned to use at other pier locations dea’eased Its
efficiency in driving the piling and resulted in inm’eases to its cost above
what it was paid based on the specified contract unit price.
28.

Because of the shortage of sufficiently long test piles, the test piles

having been ordered according to the contract’s indicated estimated Up
elevations, and because of the concern that jetting to remove piles of a short
length that had not reached bearing was damaging the soil, SHA and Appel
lant agreed at one point during contract performance that Appellant would
drive the test piles out of permanent (or production) pile locations; that is,
into the soil outside of the boundaries of the pier locations.

As noted in this

regard, the contract provided that test piles were to be driven In permanent
pile locations and subsequently used in the bridge structure as production
piles.

Appellant was paid at the contract unit price for driving test piles to

bearing out of permanent pile locations.

It then subsequently removed and

reused these piles and again was paid for them on a unit price basis pursuant
to the terms of the contract.

However, it was not paid for the additional

time and cost of removal, for the cost attributable to the additional time
required for driving longer test piles than anticipated, or for the impacts due
to the Interruption to its planned sequence and mode of ordering and driving
test piles based on the estimated tip elevations shown on the contract plans
and specifications.

0
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29.

Appellant’s approach of using extra long piles helped minimize the need

for the removal of piles or the splicing of piles If piles drove to deeper
elevations than anticipated.

ilowever, it Increased the need for cutoffs of

piles to the specified cutoff elevation of +1’ above the water line when piles
drove short of or near to the bearing elevation indicated by either the
contracVs estimated Up elevations or the Information obtained from the test
pile program.

In this regard, “a major cutoff” would be one that had to be

made prior to the time adjacent piilng could be stuck and driven, or would be
of such length that a derrick would have to be provided to hold the piling to
be cut off or any cutoff that was longer than 10’ feet, which would require
that all new dowels be provided; that is, holes had to be drilled In the end of
the cutoff pile, dowels inserted, and epoxyed.

These major cutoffs involved

the crane operator and additional crew members and resulted in substantial
impact and disruption and additional cost above what should have been
expected from normal pile driving operations.
30.

Minor cutoffs were designated as cutoffs of up to five feet above the

waterline which could be performed by two men and without a crane.

In this

regard, Appellant was paid for cutoffs on the basis of its contract unit price
which should have included cutoff costs as part of its unit price per linear
foot of pile for the length of pile that attained bearing, as measured from
the Up of the pile up to 5 additional feet above the cutoff elevation of +1’
above the waterline.
31.

Another problem with driving extra long piles was pile breakage.

To

alleviate or avoid this problem, Appellant sometimes nsed a rig to jet start
holes.

Even at piers where the test pile results were fairly uniform, when

driving the production piles Appellant often experienced severely erratic and
abnormal driving conditions from one side of the pier location to the other
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side.

By severely erratic and abnormal driving conditions, we mean driving

conditions under which the piles do not drive to relatively uniform depths.
They drive well short of, at, or well below the contract’s estimated tip
elevations for the same pier.
32.

As stated, the contract required Appellant to perform three load tests

on the concrete piles, one each at Piers 9, 15, and 20.

The contract required

Appellant to conduct a live load test on a test pile at Pier 9 as a prerequi
site to ordering the 18” x 18” prestressed cona’ete production piles from the
pile manufacturer.

On September 15, 1980, Appellant, using the MEN

Formula, drove a 75 foot pile at Pier 9 to a depth 9.02 feet below the
contract estimated tip elevation for Pier 9 without achieving the bloweount
required to satisfy the bearing requirements dictated by the MEN Formula.
However, the pile reached bearing capacity that exceeded the driving
parameters of the SEN Formula, although It was not driven to the parameters
of the SEN Formula.

Appellant requested SHA to permit it to proceed with

the required live load test at Pier 9 despite the low blowcount for the test
pile.

The blowcount exceeded bearing requirements using the SEN Formula

but not the bearing requirements indicated by the MEN Formula.

Appellant

hoped to show that the pile driven based on actual criteria that exceeded the
criteria dictated by the SEN Formula could bear the requisite load.

Appel

lant’s technical theory is that If a shorter pile driven based on the SEN
Formula wes successfully tested with the required live load then this would
mean that a longer pile driven based on the more conservative MEN Formula
would logically meet the contract’s static load test requirements.

Appellant,

however, misunderstood its discussions with Si-IA In concluding that SHA
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agreed to pay for the load test provided the results were satisfactory,
although the pile tested was driven to the SEN Formula instead of the
contractually mandated MEN Formula.
34.

On September 19, 1980, at a construction progress meeting, SHA denied

Appellant’s request that SHA permit it to use the SEN Formula instead of the
MEN Formula as the basis for the load test on the test pile at Pier 9.

SHA

informed Appellant that it would not accept the test pile or the test load
conducted on the test pile until &iven to the blowcount dictated by the MEN
Formula as required under the terms of the contract.
35.

Appellant had already been setting up the Pier 9 load test on the test

pile for a full week.
tion.

it had already accomplished all of the difficult prepara

Accordingly, it decided to proceed with the load test in spite of SHA’s

denial of Appellant’s requested change to the testing procedure; i.e., the pile
tested was driven to parameters that exceeded those of the SEN Formula but
did not meet the parameters of the contractually specified MEN Formula.
36.

Appellant requested the design engineer of Greiner Engineering to

examine the test load set up.

The design engineer did so and made several

suggestions regarding the conduct of the load test

Appellant adopted the

design engineer’s suggesfiors prior to running the Pier 9 load test.
conducted the load test on September 22—24, 1980.

Appellant

The pile successfully

carried a live load of twice the contract design load requirements, I.e. 200
tons, although it had not been driven to bearing pursuant to the MEN Formula
but had been driven to parameters that exceeded the criteria specified by the
SEN Formula.
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37.

SHA, however, rejected the Pier 9 load test, although the pile success—

fully carried the required actual load specified by the bridge design.

SHA

ç)

required Appellant to conduct another load test at Pier 4 on a pile driven to
the MEN Formula.
38.

After successfully completing the test load at Pier 4 on a test pile

driven based on the MEN Formula and receiving approval from SI-IA, on
October 6, 1980 Appellant ordered production piles for Piers 3-9, and
proceeded with its test pile driving program for the remainder of the
conaete pile bridge piers using the MEN Formula.
39.

Because of the 75 foot restriction imposed by SHA on the length of

piles driven pending completion of SilKs review and approval of the wave
equation analysis, Appellant at one point during the iniu& phases of construc—
Hon chose to relocate its test pile driving program to the north end of the
project to those piers closer to the northern shore of the river where the
contracts estimated Up elevations indicated for those piers were less than the
—75’ elevation restriction.

()

Appellant continued with Its test pile program on

the north side of the river beginning with Pier 22 and worked toward the
middle of the river continuing with the test pile driving at Pier 21 and so
on.
Appellant continued to have problems driving piles to the depths Indicated
by the contracts estimated Up elevatiors when using the rvIEN Formula.

In

this regard, when deciding on the length of production pile to order in
situatiors where the two test piles driven at a given pier yielded divergent
results, that is, where a test pile drove to bearing at an elevation at one end
of the pier that varied significanUy from the bearing elevation of the test
pile driven at the other end of the pier, Appellant used the longer length
indicated by a test pile as the basis for ordering production pile lengths from

-C)
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the manufacturer.

In addition, at PIers 18, 19, and 20, test pile driving at

these adjacent piers gave divergent results.

Adjusting to this circumstance,

Appellant made conservative adjustments based on the test pile depths
achieved and ordered production piles longer than might have been indicated
as necessary by the test piles driven at any one of these particular piers.
Appellant thus acounted for the possibility that longer piles would be required
to reach bearing.

Appellant did this In order to insure against the possibility

of having piles that were too short that would have to be pulled, aban
doned or spliced.
40.

Appellant resumed its test pile program on the south side of the river

at Pier 10 on October 2, 1980 and continued in sequence with test pile
driving at Pier Il, 12, etc.

A 70 foot test pile driven by Appellant at Pier

10 using the MEN Formula did not achieve the required blow count, although
driven well below the estimated tip elevation indicated on the contract plans.
Appellant removed this pile.
41.

The contract plans called for Installation of steel piles at Piers 13 and

14 which are located on either side of the boat channel in the middle of the
South River.

The contract required Appellant to drive three test piles and to

conduct a live load test on a pile at each one of these piers. Appellant
experienced problems achieving bearing with the steel test piles at Piers 13
and 14.

The driving problems encountered were similar to those that it had

encountered at those piers where it drove the 18” x 18” prestressed concrete
piles.

A significant variation occurred between the estimated Up elevations

indicated in the contract plans at which the 14 test oil° were expected to
achieve bearing and the elevatiorts at which
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they actually achieved bearing.
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42.

As with the 18” x 18” prestressed cona’ete piles, Appellant Initially

began driving the 14” steel test piles to the blowcount the MEN Formula
Indicated as necessary to achieve bearing capacity.
43.

It became apparent to Appellant diring driving of the 14” steel test

piles at Piers 13 and 14 that it was not going to achieve the requisite blow
count earlng capacity) based on the MEN Formula even after in—leads’
splices had been performed on piles that continued to drive without attaining
bearing.

At this point, SHA agreed with Appellant that Appellant should drive

a 14” steel test pile to the SEN Formula and load test it.
44.

On November 24, 1980, SHA directed Appellant to drive the steel piles

using the SEN Formula.

However, the contract specifications indicate that

the contract required Appellant to drive the steel piles, Including the steel
test piles, based on the SEN Formula as Appellant was using an underwater
hammers an option available to Appellant under the contract.

The contract

requires use of the SEN Formula when driving steel bearing piles with this

C)

type of hammer.
In this regard, SHA actively and clearly assumed responsibility for
contract interpretation regarding the appropriate driving formula to use for
the 14” steel piles at Pier Nca 13 and 14.

It directed Appellant in the

manne and method of performance of this work.

Thus, the SHA procsement

officer stated as follows:
Paragraph I, Page 75 of the Special Provisions advises:
With the use of a follower or a long pile extending above
the water, the bearing value formulas of Section 34.05—3,
Paragraph 7, Determination of Bearing Value will be
modified to include the weight of pile to weight of rem
ratio.
This formula is commonly referred to as the Modified ENR
Formula. From this information, the SHA Project Engineer
determined that a long pile did extend above the water and
therefore, the Modified ENR Formula was to be used to determine
bearing value. Subsequently, the 100 foot length was &iven
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without achieving required bearing, spliced and driven to elevation
—118 without achieving bearing according to this modified formula.
It became evident after the pile was driven to —118 that the pile
could never achieve the required bearing under the modified
formula but could achieve the desired bearing value If the Standard
ENR Formula was used. The SHA Project Engineer on Friday
afternoon, advised the SHA Design Section and Design Consultant
of the results of the pile. The designers advised that the informa
tion would be reviewed and since Saturday and Sunday were
non-work days, would respond on Monday, November 2, 1980. On
Monday, the designer recommended that since the pile driving
hammer was in direct contact with the pile during driving, the
Standard ENR Formula was appropriate for determining bearing.
From Monday until 2:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 3, 1980, discus
sions occurred between the Project, Design and the Bureau of
Construction Inspection to determine the appropriate course of
action. At 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Mr. Womack, your Project
Manager, was advised and agreed with the decision. The SHA
Inspector’s Daily Reports indicate that contrary to your allegations
that a delay occurred, the work crew Involved was performing
useful, productive work on other items.
As a result of our designer’s decision, the bearing value of the
test piles were determined with the use of the Standard ENR
Formula. Loath test verified that the Standard ENR Formula
provided the criteria suitable for establishing accurate bearing. The
eight piles that were driven as test piles were subsequently
measured and accepted for payment by the Engineer and paid wider
the pertinent contract item. (Underscoring added.)
(Rule 4 File, Tab II, Administrator’s Final Decision, pp. 8—9).
45.

SI-IA concedes that there was a differing site condition at Pier 14.

The

test piles driven indicated that a “shelf’ existed on one side of the pier and
not on the other.

SHA agrees that this material variation in strata aaoss

the Pier 14 location was not indicated In the plans and specifications.
46.

When Appellant began its 14” steel production pile driving operation hi

February, 1981 at Pier 13, mahy of the steel piles drove to bearing at
elevations that were shallower than the elevations that the test piles indi
cated that they would drive to in order to achieve their specified bearing
capacity.

Appellant was required to execute cutoffs of these steel piles.

Other steel piles driven at Pier 13 failed to achieve the required blow count
Qearing capacity) at the point in the driving process when the end of the pile
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was still above the water surface.

At this time a decision had to be made

concerning whether to splice additional steel piling onto the pile being driven
In those

bef ore continuing to drive the pile to the —25’ cutoff elevation.7

situations, If the decision was made to continue driving without splicing, the
pile had to be abandoned if bearing was not attained by the time the pile
head was driven to the —25’ cutoff elevation.
Thus if the piles were too short such that they did not achieve bearing
at the point driving had to stop below the water level, i.e., at an elevation
of -25’, then Appellant had to pull the pile being driven out of the ground
(i.e., the river bottom) and start again and drive a longer pile.

It also had

the option of abandoning the pile but under the terms of the contract was not
to receive payment for abandoned piles.
Alternatively, as just mentioned Appellant could stop driving and splice an
additional length of pile onto the pile being driven before the water surface
was reached.

However, splicing of an additional length of pile onto a pile

being driven is also time consuming, costly, and can be a gamble.

A length

of pile could be spliced onto the pile being driven only to have the pile reach
bearing a few feet later,

If that occurred the extra length of pile sticking

out of the water would then have to be cut off, although additional piling had
just been spliced onto the pile anticipating that a significant additional length
of piling would be necessary before actual bearing capacity would be achiev
ed.

These additional construction procedures impacted Appellant’s operations

by adding time and increased costs above the contract costs estimated at the
time of contract formation based on the contract’s estimated tip elevations.

7The cutoff elevation for the 14” piles driven at Piers 13 and 14 was —25’ as
distinguished from the cutoff elevation of +1’ mean low water for the 18”
concrete piles driven at the other concrete pile piers.
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DECISION
Entitlement

I.
a.

Wave Equation Analysis claim: ($22,137.73; 5 Work Days Delay)
Appellant’s claim is denied.
Appellant submitted its wave equation analysis on the same day that It

intended to start driving its test piles.

Appellant contenc that under the

literal terms of the contract all it had to do was submit a wave equation
analysis to SI-IA.

It conten that it was then authorized by the contract to

proceed to &ive the test piles and, based on the results of driving the test
piles, to ord and drive production piles.

Appellant maintains that It was

improperly delayed when not permitted to proceed with pile driving untilafter
SI-IA had reviewed and approved Appellant’s wave equation analysis.
Appellant’s position that it had only to submit a wave equation analysis
and not await receipt of its approval before proceeding with construction is
irreasonable under an objective view of the contract’s terms.

SHA clearly

had the contractual right to approve the size of the hammer and the
thickness of the cushion block used on the hammer based on review and
approval of the wave equation analysis which was employed to assure that
the pile driving hammer would not damage the piles and that Appellant would
drive the pile properly to their bearing capacity.

The opposite intepreta

tion that the contract required Appellant only to submit a wave equation
analysis to SI-IA but did not require SHA’s review and approval of the wave
equation analysis before Appellant could proceed with pile driving would
render meaningless the contractual requirement that It do a wave equation
analysis In the first place.

There would be no purpose in requiring Appel—
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lent to submit a wave equation analysis If SHA was not going to use It.
Here It was to ensure that the piling important to the support of the bridge
structure was properly driven by a properly sized hammer approved by SHA.
Contract clauses are required to be interpreted objectively where
possible to give meaning to all contract terms as interpreted by a reasonably
intelligent bidder.

Intercounty Construction Co., MDOT 1036, 2 MSDCA fl64

(1987); The Driggs Corp., MSBCA 1235, 2 MSBCA ¶141 (1987) at 14. Accord
ingly, we give a reasonable and objective interpretation to the contract
provision here in issue as requiring Appellant to conduct a wave equation
analysis and submit it to SHA for review and approval.

The contract terms

reasonably required Appellant to submit the wave equation analysis to SHA
for review and to obtain SHA’s approval of its wave equation analysis and
approval of its pile driving hammer prior to proceeding with Its pile driving
oper ati on.
b.

Test Load at Pier 9 (Claim: $39,244.07; 11 Work Days Delay)

Appellant’s claim Is denied.
The contract required Appellant to drive a test pile at a specified
location at Pier 9 to a depth indicated by the MEN Forinida and to subject
this pile to an actual physical load of twice the design load in order to
determine the validity of this empirical pile driving formula.

Appellant

drove a pile at the Pier 9 location indicated for the pile to be test loaded.
The depth to which Appellant drove the pile, however, was not the depth at
which load bearing was indicated by the MEN Formula.

In the jargon, the

pile was not driven to the blowcount dictated by the MEN Formula.
However, this pile was driven to bearing capacity at a lower blowcount that
was near a blowcount for the bearing capacity that would be indicated by
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use of the SEN Formula. The blowcount to which this test pile was driven
was also consistent with the blowcount indicated by AppellanVs wave
equation analysis.
Appellant conten that the MEN Formula results in driving piles to
unnecessarily deep elevations to attain load bearing capacities for the
bearing piles and that the MEN Formula results in overstressing the piles,
Assuming, arguendo, the validity of AppellanVs point of view, piles driven
using the MEN Formula would be expected to attain bearing at greater
depths than piles driven using the SEN Formula due to the ina’easing depth
required to reach bearing under the MEN Formula as pile length and weight
of the piles increases.

In this regard, a related benefit of the wave

equation analysis used to size the pile driving hammer and to determine the
thickness of the pile driving cushion is that the wave equation analysis can
also be used to indicate elevations at which the load bearing capacity
Qilowcounts) specified for each pile will be reached.

In this case, the

blowcounts for the elevations at which load bearing capacity were expected
to be reached as generated by Appellant’s wave equation analysis, were
compatible with, although not Identical to, the blowcounts indicated by the
SEN Formula for the soil at the South River Bridge location.
Based on these considerations, Appellant requested SHA to accept and to
pay for the load test on the designated test pile at Pier 9 that was driven
to bearing at a blowcount that was within the parameters of the SEN
Formula as confirmed by Appellant’s wave equation analysis, if the static
load test conducted on the Pier 9 test pile indicated that it would hold the
actual live load required by the design of the bridge.

Appellant believed

that it had made such a bargain with SHA and proceeded with the test
despite the absence of SHA approval or und& a possible mistaken belief
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that SHA had approved Appellant’s proposed modification to the contract and
to Appellant’s pile driving and load test method.

Appellant had requested

that it be allowed to proceed with this alternative procedure based on the
SEN Formula subject to the caveat that it was proceeding at Its own risk
meaning that it would get paid for the expense of the load test If the test
pile sustained the contract required design load under the test.

Appellant’s

understanding was that it would not be paid If the pile failed to carry the
contractally specified test load.
SHA, of course, disagrees.

SHA maintains that it did not agree to the

modification to the contract to pay Appellant for the load test at Pie S
even if the pile tested sustained the required design static load under the
contract’s load test requirements because the pile was not driven to the MEN
Formula as the contract required.
The circumstances existing during this period of contract performance
need some elaboration.

At the South River Bridge construction site Appel—

lant’s pile driving operation clearly was disrupted.

There was no consistency

in the depths to which the piles were being driven using the MEN Formula.
Appellant was not achieving its hoped for “production line” construction
sequence as far as the test pile driving aspect of the contract was con
cerned.

Appellant hoped to relieve its problems by getting SHA to change

the requirements of the contract based on the load test at Pie’ 9 and to
allow it to use the SEN Formula as verified by its wave equation analysis In
order to establish elevations at which pile design load bearing capacity would
be achieved when driving the concrete piles.
Turning back to the Pier 9 pile load test, the particular pile tested by
actual ilve loading of the test pile to 200 torm (i.e., to 200% of the design
load of 100 tons) at Pier 9 met the design load requirements for an actual
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load as required by the contract.

However, as stated above, SHA would not

pay for the cost of the load test for this pile since it was not driven to the
blowcotmt (bearing capacity) specified by the MEN Formula as required by
the contract.

Nor was it driven to bearing specified by the SEN Formula.

Rather it was driven to bearing at a blowcount falling somewhere between
the blowcounts specified by the SEN Formula and the blowcounts specified
by the MEN Formula.
SHA is not responsible for this cost.

SHA directly informed Appellant

that it would not approve or pay for Appellants load test on the Pier 9 test
pile unless driven to the parameters of the MEN Formula as required by the
terms of the contract.

The contract required the actual loading of a pile to

give a benchmark (or to test) for use of the contractually required MEN
Driving a pile to a different formula

Formula.
contract

—

—

not required by the

and then load testing did not meet the contract’s requirements.

The fact that the pile that was tested with an actual live load and met the
design requirements for a load to be carried by an individual pile is
meaningless if the parameter sought to be tested was the validity of the
MEN Formula for use in driving the 18” prestressed conete piles at the
bridge pier locations.
Appellant argues that it Is entiued to payment because the successful
load test, on a pile driven to SEN Formula requirements logically met the
load test requirement for a pile driven based on the requirements of the
more conservative MEN Formula.

However, SI-IA was reluctant to approve

use of the SEN Formula for safety reasons.

SI-IA was not sure that the

bridge load bearing piles driven to bearing using the SEN Formula criteria,
which It had not analyzed in designing the bridge, would give the bridge the
load bearing capacity SHA wanted to achieve and set forth In the contrac
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tually specified design based on use of the MEN Formula.

SITA had the

right to insist on what it bargained for under the contract’s terms.
ingly, this claim is denied.

Accord

Appellant thus is not entitled to payment for

the load test on the 18” prestressed concrete pile at Pier 9 since it was not
conducted in accordance with the contract’s requirements.
c.

Pile Drivir Claims
18” Prestressed Concrete Tt Piles (Claim $115,141.78; 30

(a)

work days)
18” Prestressed Concrete Production Piles (Claim $161,593.72;

Qj)

44 work days)
(c)

14” Steel Test Piles (Claim $34,237.64; 10 work days)

(d)

14” Steel Production Piles (Claim $204,099.22; 35 work days)

Appellant’s claims e ststalned.
The contract indicated to Appellant what it could reasonably expect
about the subsurface conditions.

However, actual conditions materially and

significantly varied from those indicated.

A differing site condition occurred

at the site within the meaning of the Differing Site Conditions Clause, thus
entitling Appellant to additional compensation as an equitable adjustment for
any increased performance costs caused by the differing site condition.

The contract’s Differing Site Conditions Clause provides as follows:
104.04

DIFFERING

srr

CONDITIONS

104.04.01 The Contractor shall promptly, and before such condi
tions are disturbed, notify the Engineer in writing of:
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(a)

subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site
differing materially from those indicated In this Con
tract.

(b)

unknown physical conditions at the site, of an unusual
nature, differing materially from those ordinarily encoun
tered and
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The Engineer shall promptly investigate the conditions; and If he
finds that such conditions do materially so differ and cause an
increase or decrease in the Contractor’s cost of, or the time
required for, performance of any part of the work under this
Contract, whether or not changed as a result of such conditions,
an equitable adjustment shall be made and the Contract modified
in writing accordingly.
104.04.02 No claim of the Contractor under this clause shall be
allowed unless the Contractor has given the notice required in
104.04.01 above, provided, however, the time prescribed therefore
may be extended by the Administration.
140.04.03 No claim by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment
hereunder shall be allowed if asserted after final payment under
this Contract.
(Contract p. 169).
We also sustain Appellant’s claim phrased in the alternative as a changes
claim.

The contract Changes Clause provides as follows:
104.05

CHANGES

104.05.01 The Engineer may, at any time, without notice to the
Sureties, by written order designated or indicated to be a Change
Order, make any change in the work within the general scope of
the Contract, including but not limited to changes:
(a)

in the Specifications (including drawings and designs);

(b)

in the method or manner of performance of the work;

(c)

in the Administration—furnished facilities, equipment,
materials, services or site; or

Cd)

directing acceleration In the performance of the work.

104.05.02 Any other written order or an oral order (which
terms as used in this paragraph shall Include direction, Instruc
tion, interpretation or determination) from the Engineer, which
causes any such change, shall be treated as a Change Order
under this clause, provided that the Contractor gives the
Engineer written notice stating the date, circumstances and
source of the order and that the Contractor regar the order as
a Change Order.
104.05.03 Except as herein provided, no order, statement or
conduct of the Engineer shall be treated as a change under
this clause or entiue the Contractor to an equitable adjustment
herewi der.
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104.05.04 If any change under this clause causes an increase or
decrease in the Contractor’s cost of, or the time required for
the performance of any part of the work under this Contract,
whether or not changed by any order, an equitable adjustment
shall be made and the Contract modified in writing accordingly,
provided, however, that except for claims based on defective
specifications, no claim for any change under 104.05.02 above
shall be allowed for any costs incurred more than 20 days before
the Contractor gives written notice as therein required; and
provided further, that in the case of defective specifications for
which the Department or Administration is responsible, the
equitable adjustment shall include any increased cost reasonably
incurred by the Contractor In attempting to comply with such
defective specifications.
104.05.05 if the Contractor Intends to assert a claim for an
equitable adjustment under this clause, he must, within 30 days
after receipt of a written Change Order under 104.05.01 above
or the furnishing of a written notice under 104.05.02 above,
submit to the Engineer a written statement setting forth the
general nature and monetary extent of such claim, unless this
period is extended by the Administration. The statement of
claim hereunder may be Included In the notice under 104.05.02
above.
104.05.06 No claim by the Contractor for an equitable adjust—
menthereunder shall be allowed if asserted after final payment
under this Contract.
(Contract, p. 169).
SIIA admits that there was a differing site condition at some but not
all of the piers.

SI-lA’s claims analysis expert conceded that subsurface

conditions materially varying from those shown in the contract plans existed
at various pier subsurface locations for the piers that were to be supported
by 18” X 18” prestressed concrete piles and at Pier 14 that was to be
supported by 13 inch (14” X 89) steel “II” piles (Pier 14).

(Resp. Exh. 355).

SI-IA concedes that Appellant is entitled to approximately $125,000 as an
equitabLe adjustment for a differing site condition, if the Appeals Board
concludes that a differing site condition occurred or if there was a change to
the contract work.
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One point of divergence between Appellant and SHA, however, is based
on SHA’s definition of a differing site condition at this site.

SHA’s view of

the differing site condition obviously limits its monetary exposire.
SI-IA maintains that it is only liable for an equitable adjustment to the
extent that the elevations at which the production piles reached bearing
varied materially from the elevations at which the test piles driven achieved
bearing.

SI-IA thus contends that the elevations at which the test piles

attained bearing at each pier under the contract’s test pile driving program is
the benchmark for measuring a significant variation from conditions repre
sented in the contract, I.e., a Type 1 Differing Site Condition, or a material
variation from conditions ordinarily expected, a Type 2 Differing Site Condi
tion, both of which are defined by the contract’s Differing Site Conditions
Clause.

Si-IA contends that a Type 1 differing site condition did not occur

until pvoduction pile elevations that were attained differed materially from

-

the elevations at which bearing capacity was attained by the test plies driven
at each pier. Thus, SHA maintains that Appellant is entitled to an equitable
adjustment under the Differing Site Conditions Clause only to the extent of a
material variation between the elevations at which the test piles at each pier
location achieved bearing capacity and the elevations at which the production
piles achieved bearing capacity.
Consistent with this position, SHA contends that the Board should disre
gard the contract’s estimated tip elevations in determining whether a Type 1
differing site condition occurred although the estimated tip elevations were
used by Appellant to bid and by SHA to evaluate the bids when awarding the
contract.

SI-IA believes that the contract estimated tip elevations became

irrelevant once the test piles were driven at each pier.

SHA supports its

argument in part based on the fact that the contract is a unit price con—
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tract.

The contract provides for payment based on a unit price per foot of

pile driven.

It also contains a Variation in Estimated Quantities Clause which

SHA maintains limits payments for overruns or underruns In quantities to the
unit prices bid for each type of pile being driven, unless the quantities
encountered vary by plus or minus 25% above or below the quantities
estimated at the time of bidding.
Appellant, on the other hand, maintains that there was a Type I and Type
2 differing site condition, or a change to the contract work.

Appellant

contends that it determined its bid based on the estimated cost of the work
required to drive the length of piling indicated by the estimated Up eleva
tions set forth in contract plans and specifications, although its bid was
offered in the form of unit prices as required by the contract solicitation.
The contract’s estimated tip elevation at each pier Indicated the approximate
elevations at which the test and production piles were expected to reach
their load bearing capacity for the existing subsurface conditions.8

Appellant

thus maintains that the contract plans and specifications indicated the total

8As applicable to the issues raised in this appeal, there are several terms and
definitions that involve the term “bearing”. These are:
bearing eapadty The maximum unit pressure which a
soil or other material will withstand without failure or
without settlement to an amount detrimental to the
integrity or the function of the structure.
bearIng pile: A pile which carries weight, as distin
guished from a sheet pile which takes earth pressure or a
raker which takes tirust. It may be a friction pile or an
end-bearing pile.
bearing plate: A plate that provides support for a
structural member.
bearing swe Qearing stress)
surface divided by its area.

The load on a bearing

“Construction Dictionary”, Construction Terms & Tables, Greater Phoenix,
Arizona, Chapter #988 of The National Association of Women in Construction.
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quantity of piling needed on which bidders were required to base their bith.
This total quantity in linear feet was derived by adding each length of pile at
each pier location measured from 6 feet above the water surface for the 18”
x 18” prestressed concrete piles (+1 foot above the water line, the specified
cutoff elevation, plus a contractually specified 5 feet of additional length of
pile above the cutoff elevation) to the depths indicated by the estimated Up
elevations shown on the contract plans.

Appellant therefore contenc that the

contract piam and specifications expressly represented subsurface site condi
tions, I.e., that the estimated tip elevations indicated the designer’s evaluation
of where piles would achieve bearing based on the resistance of the sub
surface soil material to the pile being driven in a particular manner in
accordance with the contractually specified pile driving formula.
Appellant thus contenth that it is entitled to any increased costs for
extra work wider the Differing Site Conditions Clause or the Changes Clause
where the piles driven attained bearing capacity at elevations that signifi—
cantly or materially varied from the estimated Up elevations shown in the
plans and specifications.

We agree and we reject SITA’s theory that a Type I

differing site condition may relate to some action that takes place after
contract award and performance has begun, i.e., that, as SHA argues, a Type
1 differing site condition would have occurred only if the production piles
driven varied significantly from the test piles driven at the same pier.
As Appellant points out, at the time it had to bid for the contract work
it did not have available the bearing elevations attained by test piles driven
after contract performance began.

Appellant correctly argues that all it had

to rely on in formulating its bid were representations In the contract p1ar
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regarding the estimated elevations at which the designer Indicated that the
piles would achieve bearing, i.e., the estimated pile tip elevations, which
turned out to be materially inaccurate.
Under the contract’s Differing Site Conditions Clause,

“a

[Type 1] differ

ing site condition claim ‘stands or falls upon what is indicted In the contract
documents.”

Wecs Drectir & Contractir, Inc. v. United States, 13 Cl.

Ct. 193 (1987).

Accord United Contractors v. United States, 177 Ct. Cl. 151,

368 F.2d 585 (1966); Foster Construction C.A. v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl.
587, 435 F.2d 873 (1970).

Stated another way, a Type 1 differing site

condition depends upon what is represented or Implied in the contract
documents and raises the issue of what the contractor relied on regarding
subsurface conditions in bidding on the contract work.

Pacific Alaska

Contractors, Inc. v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl. 850, 436 F.2d 461 (1971).
We find as a general matter that SI-IA’s position essentially reads the
Differing Site Conditions Clause out of the contract.

In this regard, we also

find that the Differing Site Conditions Clause and the effect of its provisions
cannot be limited based on related exculpatory specifications and contract
terms that essentially do away with the statutorily mandated Differing Site
Conditions Clause that Appellant was entiued to rely on regarding subsurface
conditions.

See Piombo Corp., Eng. BCA No. 3276, 72-1 BCA ¶9272 (1972);

Duthar & Sullivan Drehg Co., Eng. BCA Ncs. 3165, 3166, 3167, 3191, 73-2
UCA ¶10,285 (1973).

Cf. Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc. v. United States, 184

Ct. Cl. 661, 688-689 (1968); Hollerback v. U.S., 233 U.S. 165 (1914).

In

addition, we construe the standard Differing Site Conditions Clause and the
Changes Clause and the related contract specifications regarding pile driving
as being in harmony and not conflicting with the other contract clauses,
including the contract’s Variations In Estimated Quantities Clause.

We find

C
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that those clauses do not affect application of the Differing Site Conditions
Clause or the Changes Clause under the circumstances involved In this
appeal.

Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc. v. United Statç, azipra.

Thus, as we stated, we reject SI-IA’s argument that one may determine
whether a Type 1 differing site condition occurred based on actions under
taken after contract award.

That is, the driving of the test piles dtring

contract performance is not evaluated against other aspects of contract
ine
performance, i.e., the driving of the production piling, in order to determ
whether a Type 1 differing site condition occurred.

In other worth, a Type 1

differing site condition, which is tied to what the contract represents at the
n
time of bidding, could not involve consideration of material variations betwee
the test pile depths attained at each pier and the depths attained by the
production piles driven at each pier.

We have not found a case involving the

owner’s liability under a Differing Site Conditions Clause regarding a Type 2
differing site condition which ties liability to a benchmark or action taken
while performing part of the contract work subsequent to contract award,
e.g., driving of test piles as the benchmark for measuring a Type 1 differing
site condition based on later contract performance in the work sequence.
Compare Arundel Corp. v. United State, 103 Ct. Cl. 688, cert denied, 326
U.s. 752 (1845) (1 hurricane occurring after bid opening but prior to contract
award that washed away material pay quantities within the site boundaries
was not a differing site condition within the meaning of the Differing Site
Conditions Clause); John A. Johnson Contractirg Corp. v. United States, 132
Ct. Cl. 645, 132 F. Supp. 698 (1955).

Premier Electrical Construction Co.,

FAACAP 66—10, 65—2 BCA ¶5080 (1965); John McShain Inc. v. United States,
179 Ct. CL 632, 375 F.2d 829 (1967).
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Consistent with the foregoing we have defined a Type I differing site
condition in the foilowing terms:
A ‘type 1’ differing site condition is contingent
upon the existence of some contractual indication
concerning the subsurface or physical conditions to
be expected. The Indication need not be express,
may be proved by inference or Implication, and
need only be sufficient to impress or lull a
reasonable bidder. Foster Construction Co., et aL
v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl. 587, 435 F.2d 873,
881 (1970).
C.J. Larenfelder & Son, Inc., MDOT 1000, 1003, 1006, 1 MSBCA 12 (1980)
at 34, afrd Md. Port Administration v. C.J. Larenfelder & Son, Inc., 50 Md.
App. 525 (1982).

See Fruin-Colnon Corporation and Horn Construction Co.,

Inc. (A Joint Venture), MDOT 1025, 2 MSBCA ¶1165 (1987); American Drecigir
Co. v. United Statefi, 207 Ct. Cl. 1010 (1975).
One of the tests of whether a Type 1 differing site condition exists Is
whether indications of subsurface conditions in the contract would reasonably
lead a contractor bidding on the work to a certain conclusion about the
subsurface conditions.

Fruin—Cothon Corp. and Horn Construction Co., supra,

at 55, 60; Pacific A1aa Contractors. Inc. v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl. 850,
436 F.2d 461
(1983).

(1971), Martin G. Imbach, Inc., MDOT 1020, 1 MSBCA ¶152

In this regard, the Maryland Court of Special Appeals in Raymond

International, Inc. v. Baltimore County, 412 A.2d 1296 (Md. Ct. Spec. App.
1980) citIng Hollerbach v. United States, 233 U.S. 165 (1914) agrees regarding
the reasonableness of a contractor’s reliance on representations of subsurface
conditions In a construction contract, and stated as follows:
We think this positive statement of the
specifications must be taken as true and
binding upon the Government, and that upon it
rather than upon the claimants must fall the
ls resulting from such mistaken representa—
Uons..jf the Government wished the matter
cpen to indqendent investigation of the
claimants, It might easily have omitted the
ecification...in its positive assertion of the
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(1.>

nature of this much work, it made a represen
tation upon which claimants had a rht to rely
without an investigation to prove its falsity.
See United States v. Utah, N. & C. Stage Cq
199 U.S. 414, 424; see also, United States v.
Spearin, 248 U.S. 132 (1918), and Christie v.
United States, 237 U.s. 234 (1915).
Raymond v. Baltimore Co., supra, at 1301.

(Underscoring added).9

The contractual representations of the estimated quantifies of piling in
ted
terms of length of piling, as based on the contractually represented estima
ably
tip elevations, is the basis for determining whether Appellant is reason
entiUed to protection against ls under the contract’s Differing Site Condi
tions Clause because of a Type I differing site condition.

As Womack v.

United States, 389 F.2d 793 (1968) at 801, thus states:
An estimate as to a material matter
in a bidding invitation Is an expedient.
Ordinarily It is only used where there Is a
recognized need for guidance to bidders
on a particular point but specific
S
Information is not reasonably available
* • Intrinsically, the estimate that Is
made In such circumstances must be the
product of such relevant underlying
Information as is available to the author
of the invitation. If the bidder were not
entitled to so regard it, its inclusion in
the Invitation would be stwplusage at best
or deception at worst. AssumkE that the
bidder acts reasonably,5 he is entitled to
rely on Government estimates as repre—
sentlrg honest and informed conclusions.
* * (Footnote omitted).
(Underscoring
added).
See We&cs Drecir & Contracth, Inc. v. United States, 13 Cl. Ct. 1983
from
(1987) at 228, 235 (subsurface conditions actually encountered differed materially
subsurface conditions indicated in the contract).
The underlying rationale of the Differing Site Conditions Clause is that

9Dravo Corporation v. Commonwealth of Kenbiclçy, 564 S.W. 2d 16, cited by
SHA, is inapposite based on the physical circumstances and contractual
clauses involved and on the law.
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its inclusion In constructions contracts will reduce contingencies that contrae
tors might place in their bids regarding a construction sitds subsurface
conditions.

Thus,
The Government customarily relies upon
the Changed Conditions [Differing Site
Conditions.) clause to remove unknown risks
from competitive bidding and to obtain
favorable bid prices stripped of such risk
factors. Such a procurement policy benefits
the Government by keeping costs down, and
benefits bidders by compensating them by
formula for overcoming subsurface conditions
not anticipated in their bid estimates and
suggested neither In available data nor by
site investigation.

Stock & Grove, Inc. v. United States, 204 Ct. Cl. 103, 136 (1974).

See also

Foster Construction Corp. v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl. 586, 613—15, 435 F.
2d 873 (1970); Kaiser Indistries Corp. v. United States, 169 Ct. Cl. 310 at
323, 340 F.2d 322 (Ct. Cl. 1965); Morrison—Knudsen Co. v. United States, 184
Ct. Cl. 661 (1968).

We recognized this fundamental policy in our decision in

Fruin-Cothon Corp. and Horn Construction Corp., ipra, at 66:
“...we are mindful also of the policy behind
the ‘Differing Site Condition’ clause. This policy
is intended to reduce bid contingencies by
encouraging bidders to rely upon contract
indicators of subsurface conditions in preparing
bids. If conditions are otherwise, the govern
ment grants an equitable adjustment. Under
this premise, the government pays for work
commensurate with the level of effort required
and the contractor neither absorbs a substantial
loss nor makes a windfall profit.”
However, as SHA suggests, the test pile driving program brings Into play
the issue of the reasonableness of a contracto?s actions to mitigate its
damages after contract performance begins when it becomes aware that the
actual subsurface conditions vary materially from those indicated in the
contract plans.

c-/
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In this regard, we next briefly discuss the contract’s mandated test pile
program which was retied on by SHA and the SHA procurement officer to
reject Appellant’s Type I differing site conditions claim.

The Maryland

Specifications for MateriaLs, Highways, Bridges and Incidental Structures,
March 1968, 2nd Ed. (“Blue Book”) at page 306 provides in pertinent part, as
follows:
Section 34.05—3 Construction, Placement and Driving methods

4.

*

*

*

Required or Anticipated Length of Piling.

The depth of penetration of the length of piling for a project or a
part of the project will generally be determined by driving test piles. As
a design is based upon the assumption of each pile or group of piles
being capable of safely and permanently supporting the assumed design
load, it is extremely important that the actual safe bearing value of
piling is known. As a general rule, subsurface exploration and drive
tests will give the designer a clue as to probable length of piles which
will allow the required safe bearing value. Also as a general rule the
Plans or Special Provisions will indicate certain minimum lengtls,
penetrations or tip elevations desired. From this information the
Contractor shall order and drive the test piling. The actual safe bearing
value of the test piling can then be determined by metho subsequently
described. Then from the test pile data and behavior, the Contractor
shall order the permanent or remainder of the piling required to
complete the contract, all of which is subject to the Engineer’s ap
proval.
The provisions of the previous paragraph, while applying primarily
to the so-called bearing piles, also apply to pile supporting bulkheads,
fenders and jetties. Although the methods for testing bulkheads, piles,
and sheet piling may differ from bearing piles, acceptable lengths must
still usually be calculated from test piles.
While the above is the usual procedure, there will be cases
wherein length of piles must be determined without the benefit of
test piles, load tests, borings, and other data. This usually
involves piles required for emergency or temporary work, as well
as piles for faJsework, form supports, cofferdams and piles which
are driven by the Contractor for his own use in building the
project...
*

*

*
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The above specification Indicates that the test pile driving process may
be intended to take place subsequent to contract award but prior to ordering
and driving the production piles.

However, a test pile program conducted

after performance of the contract work begins as required here does not
somehow become a pre—contract representation of subsurface conditions from
which a significant variation could be measured.
structor of the bridge not the designer.

Appellant was the con-

Thus, with regard to Appellant’s

claim it is important to keep in mind the distinction between the bridge
construction contract Appellant bid on and contracted to build pursuant to its
contract unit prices and the bridge it actually built.
It was important to SHA to have the bridge constructed properly.

The

procedures outlined above (Blue Book, Section 34.05—3, Paragraph 4, page 306)
served this goal.

However, Appellant is entitled to additional compensation

by way of an equitable adjustment if In following those procedures the
subsurface physical conditions encountered materially varied from the contract

(J.i

subsurface conditions represented by the contract plans at the time of bidding
and if Appellant’s costs increased due to this material variation.

Here the

material variations that occurred between the actual pile Up elevations at
which bearing capacity was achieved by the piles at a number of piers and
the reasonably expected elevations at which bearing capacity would be
achieved as indicated by the contract’s estimated tip elevations demonstrate a
material variation in subsurface conditions from those represented in the
contract and thus constitute a Type I differing site condition.
SHA, however, maintains that Appellant is not entitled to additional
compensation because the contract’s Variation in Estimated Quantities Clause
and other similar exculpatory type clauses found In the contract bar such
recovery.

SI-IA thus contends that these contract provisions put Appellant on

C.
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notice that the estimated tip elevations and quantities of piling derived
therefrom were not exact representations of piling needed based on subsurface
conditions but were only approximations or estimates of the quantities of
piling expected.

SHA thus maintains that Appellant could not rely on them.

SI-IA also contends that it has paid Appellant for the extra length of piling
driven based on the unit prices set forth In the contract.
State of Maryland construction contracts, although of a fixed priced
nature, are often separated into elements, so—called pay items, such that an
item of work defined in the contract, which is usually based on the quantity
of work to be done, is paid for on a unit price per quantity basis.

Bidders

supply unit prices in their bids based on their assessment of the cost to
perform the work based on the quantity of work indicated by the pay item
estimated in the invitation for bids.

A variation in the quantity of the bid

Item above or below the estimated quantity of the item set forth in the
contract at the time of award affects the amount the contractor is paid for

its performance of the entire contract work.
The Variations in Estimated Quantities Clause thus provides as follows:
104.03 VARIATIONS IN ESTIMATED QUANTITIES. Where the
quantity of a major pay item as designated in the Proposal in this
Contract is an estimated quantity and where the actual quantity of
such pay item varies more than 25 percent above or below the
estimated quantity stated in this Contract, an equitable adjustment
In the Contract price shall be made upon demand of either party.
The equitable adjustment shall apply only to that quantity above
125 percent of the estimated quantity or that quantity below 75
percent of the estimated quantity. If the quantity variation Is such
as to cause an increase In the time necessary for completion, the
Engineer shall, upon receipt of a written request for an extension
of time, ascertain the facts and make such adjustment for extend
ing the completion date as in his judgment the findings justify.
However, the Differing Site Conditions Clause overrides the Variation in
Estimated Quantities Clause or other similar type exculpatory type clauses, if
cost impacts incurred because of the subsurface or latent physical conditions
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were not reasonably forseeable.

Piombo Corp., supra, 72-1 BCA ¶9272.

In

other words, the Variation in Estimated Quantities Clause in this contract

C

does not diminish Appellant’s rights to an equitable adjustment under the
contracrs Differing Site Conditions Clause for its Increased costs caused by
differing site condition.

The principle seems obvious that,

A material variation, not reasonably foreseeable, between
the quantity of work set forth in the contract and that
actually done Is a differing site condition within the
purview of the Differing Site Conditions clause. Schutt
Construction Co. v. United States, 173 Ct. Cl. 836 (1965).
Neither the Variation In Estimated Quantities clause nor
the Measurement and Payment Clause has any effect on
this legal principle when, as in the present case, the cost
of doing the work differs significantly from the unit price
in the contract.
We have concluded that a category one differing site
condition (changed condition) was encountered by the
contractor and that the quantity variations clause must be
treated as inapplicable If the cost of doing the work
differed significantly from the unit prices in the bid.
A.S. Homer, Inc., 79—1 BCA ¶13,561 (1978) citing Continental DrillirE Co.,
75—2 BCA ¶11,451.
For reasons similar as to those stated in A.S. Homer, Inc., supra, we
find that the several exculpatory phrases and clauses spread like booby traps
throughout the Instant contract, which SHA maintains supposedly warned
bidders against reliance on the contract estimated Up elevations in preparing
their bids, do not diminish Appellant’s right to rely on the Differing Site
Conditions Clause to protect it from the impacts of unexpected and unknown,
latent subsurface conditions particularly where the contract representations
turned out to be materially inaccurate and the actual subsurface conditions
encountered could not have been reasonably foreseen.

See Kaiser Inckistries

Corp. v. United States, supra, at 323-24; Morrison—Knudson Co., supra, at
685—89.
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a

In addition to its reliance on the contract’s Variation in Estimated
Quantities Clause, SI-IA also conten other exculpatory contract provisions
eliminate SHA’s liability for the unexpected variation In pile bearing
elevations from those based on elevations shown in the contract compared to
those elevations at which the piles actually reached bearing that we have
found constituted a differing site condition entitling Appellant to an equitable
adjustment.

In this regard, SI-IA alludes to the following provisions, among

others, and argues that when read together they exculpate SHA from respon
sibility:
1’

4.

*

*

Required or Anticipated Length of Piling.
“The depth of penetration of the length of piling for a project
or a part of the project will generally be determined by driving
test piles...As a general rule, subsurface exploration and drive
tests will give the designer a clue as to probable length of
piles which will allow the required safe bearing value. Also as
a general rule the Plans or Special Provisions will indicate
certain minimum lengtts, penetrations or Up elevations desired.
From this information, the Contractor shall order and drive the
test piling”.

[General Provisions, Section 34.05—3, “Construction, Placement and
Driving Metho,” p. 306.]
*

*

*

“Approximate elevations of pile Ups shown on the plans have
been estimated from boring Information, but are not to be
considered final. It will be the contractor’s responsibility to
determine the pile lengths from test piles”.
[Contract Special Provisions, Paragraph 1, page 79.]
*

*

S

...Also no payment will be made for piling not accepted as
satisfactory by the Engineer, such as not properly driven piles,
piles with questionable safe bearing values, piles damaged during
driving or piles driven below planned cutoff, nor for the
removal of any pile rejected by the Engineer as unsatisfactory.
[General Provisions, Section 34.05-5, “Basis of Payment,” p. 316.1
*
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Splices will not be measured for payment and compensation,
therefore, shall be included in the unit prices bid for SteeL
Piles.

\

‘

IContract Special Provisions, “Method of Measurement and Basis of
Payment,” p. 77.1
Turning to the two piers that required steel plies as part of the support
structure, both SHA’s procurement officer and its SIIA’s claims analysis
expert, Mr. Trauner, assert that Appellant is not entitled to compensation
relating to the steel p11es that were driven at Piers 13 and 14.

SHA thus

contends as to Piers 13 and 14 as well that Appellant’s claim put forth
under the Variation In Quantities Clause provides no adjustment in compensa
tion for a “minor bid’ item as distinguished from a “major bid item”.

The

distinction between a “major bid item” and a “minor bid item” under the
contract, as we understand it, involves a calculation regarding the pro
portioned bid item price for a single bid item of the contract as compared to
the overall contract price.

A bid item price below a certain arbitrary

C’)

percentage of the overall contract price is labeled a “minor bid’ item not
subject to equitable adjustment under the terms of the contract.
This major—minor bid item provision and the Variation in Quantities
Clause, as we held above, is not sufficient to shield Silk from liability we
have determined accrues to it under the contract’s Differing Site Conditions
Clause.

This liability is based on the material variation in actual subsurface

conditions from those shown in the contract and is based on the material
variation In subsurface conditions from those ordinarily encountered at a site
such as the South River sitei0

We thus reject SHA’s argument based on the

10We generally discuss the issues in this appeal based on a Type 1 condition.
However, we find that the subsurface conditions encountered were unknown
physical conditions of an unusual nature and differed from those ordinarily
encountered
a Type 2 condition. We find both a Type 1 and and Type 2
differing site condition occurred at this site.
-
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exculpatory clauses it points to.

Those provisions necessarily assume that the

contract would be performed based on the conditions and circumstances under
which it was bid and awarded.

However, the bridge Appellant built was not

the bridge It contracted to build because of the differing site condition It
encountered.
Because of this change in physical circumstances, Appellant is entitled to
an equitable adjustment notwithstanding those several contract provisions,
some of which are alluded to above, that attempt to shift the differing site
risk onto Appellant.

See Kaiser Industriess Corp. v. United State, aipra at

323—24, 340 F. 2d at 329—30; Morrison—Knudsen Co. v. United State, 184 Ct.
CL 661, 666, 685-86, 397 F. 2d 826, 829, 841—42 (1968); Foster Constr. CA.
v. United States, supra, at 616, and n. I at 595.

In this regard, we agree

that “Ic]lauses to whittle down or cut back the [Differing Site Conditions
clause], which is prescribed for [State] contracts, are not broadly or
sympathetically Interpreted”.
110.

Stock & Grove. Inc., v. United States, mipra, at

See Womack v. United States, 389 F.2d 793, 801 (1968)(”an estimate as

to a material matter in a bidding invitation is. an expedient...assuming that
the bidder acts reasonably, [footnote omitted], he is entitled to rely on
Government estimates as representing honest and Informed conclusions...’t).
51-IA next argues that It Is not liable because the contract’s estimated
Up elevation shown for each pier only indicated the designer’s estimate or
approximation at each pier location of the elevation at which the piles would
attain bearing capacity.

It contends that the contract warned at page 79 of

the Special Provisions that the estimated pile tip elevations shown in the
contract were only approximations not to be relied
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by the Appellant.
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Use of worc such as “estimate” or “apptoximation” In a contract sped—
fication or representations in the contract that the estimates are not final

C)

but only approximations does not shift the risk of a differing site condition to
the contractor in the face of the Differing Site Conditions Clause.
Raymond International, Inc. v. Baltimore County, supra.

See

In this regard, use

of “estimates” or “approximations” in specifications, as used here, means to
the reasonably prudent contractor that the actual physical characteristics
encountered should be reasonably near to those physical characteristics
represented by the estimates or approximations.

When the actual conditions

vary materially from those estimated or approximated conditions represented
in the contract documents, a differing site condition occurs.

See Elliott’s

Roofing Co. EUCA No. 1330—1—80; 81—2 BCA 1115,336 (1981).

See generally

Dayton Construction Co., HUD BCA No. 82-746-C34 83-2 BCA 4316,809 (1983)
(approximately is an affirmative representation of a quantity.)
However, we need not entirely disregard those exculpatory clauses
proffered by SHA.

()

Rather, we read them as being in harmony with the

Differing Site Conditions Clause.

Thus, these other clauses directed Appellant

to expect reasonable variations in the actual Up elevations encountered from
the estimated tip elevations shown in the contract which could result in a
reasonable variation in quantities of piling needed from that set forth in the
contract at the time of bidding.

And reasonable variations in terms of length

and number of piles in quantities were covered by the contracts Variation In
Estimated Quantities Clause.

Thus presumably forewarned by the Variation In

Estimated Quantities Clause and the several other exculpatory clauses in the
contract that attempt to shift any responsibility for what was shown in the
contract plans, Appellant added a contingency to its bid.

As a safety factor

it included In its bid an additional five feet of pile length for each pile

¶227
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ordered over what the contract Indicated would be required.

The contract

already included a five foot length of pile as a margin for making cutoffs
above the +1 foot elevation above mean low water.

Thus Appellant’s bid was

based on a 10 foot cushion per each pile beyond the estimated pile length
(measured from estimated tip elevation to the +1 foot cutoff elevation).

We next turn to discuss the facts pertinent to of this appeal.

Gener

ally, the indications and representations in the contract plans and specifica
tions reasonably should have led the bidders, including Appellant, to conclude
that if they received the award they would drive approximately 34,905 lIneal
feet of 18”

it

18” prestressed concrete test and production piles or about 6.6

miles of this type of piling.

Instead, AppeUant drove or used (including piling

that drove to bearing at elevations shallower than anticipated and had to be
cutoff) approximately 42,432.3 linear feet of 18”

it

18” prestressed concrete

test and production piling, or about 8 miles of concrete piling.
thus used about 2 miles or approximately 121% more 18”

it

Appellant

18” prestressed

concrete piling than indicated In the contract plans and specifications.
Similarly, based on an examination of the contract plans and specifica
tions, including the estimated quantities set forth In the contract bid
documents as represented by the contract estimated tip elevations, Appellant
reasonably should have expected to drive or use 12,900 linear feet of 14” (14
x 89 HP) steel piling at Piers 13 and 14.

However, It drove or used 18,580

linear feet of 14” steel piling, which is a 144% Increase in actual quantity
over the estimated quantity.
We next discuss the contract requirements regarding how the piles were
to be driven.

The contract plans specified the minimum depths to which

Appellant had to drive the piles.

This depth was indicated in the contract
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plans by a “minimum Up elevation” for each pier location.

The contract

describes the “minimum Up elevation” for the 18” x 18” prestressed concrete
piles in the following terms:
All piles shall be driven to the minimum safe
bearing value shown on the Plans and must
penetrate to the minimum tip elevations shown on
the Plans or as otherwise indicated by the results
[of the test piles and] of the pile load tests, all
as directed by the Engineer. The Engineer shall
be the sole judge as to what constitutes a
satisfactory penetration of the pile into original
round) 1
(Contract Special Provisions (Special Provisions For Construction of Steel Beam
Bridge On Maryland Route 2 Over South River) page 79).
While the contract specified the minimum depths designated by “minimum
Up elevations” to which both concrete and steel piling had to be driven into
the ground at each pier location, the contract also specified an “estimated tip
elevation” for each pier location as follows:
Approximate elevations of pile tips shown on the
Plans have been estimated from boring information,
but are not to be considered final. It will be the
Contractor’s resonsiblilty to determine the pile
lengths from test piles.
*

*

*

Contract Special Provisions, pages 73 and 79.
Regarding the “minimum Up elevations” for the piers and the “estimated
Up elevations” for the piers, in summary, the contract gave the contractor
two reference points: 1) the mihimum Up elevation and 2) the estimated tip
elevation.

The contract required the contractor to drive the pile at least to

For the 14” steel bearing piles, a similar provision in the Contract Special
Provisions regarding the required minimum Up elevation Includes the phrase
“of the test piles” before the phrase “of the pile load tests” (Contract page
73). This phrase is not included with the phrase “pile load tests” (page 79)
when describing the minimum tip elevation requirement for the prestressed
concrete piles.
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the minimum tip elevation shown for each pier although piles were expected
Up elevation.

to drive deeper than the minimum

In this regard, the contract

plans show the estimated tip elevation at each pier location to be at least as
deep as the minimum tip elevation.
As we discussed, the contract estimated tip elevation for each pier
indicates the expected point of penetration of each pile into the soil.

The

contract plans identify the estimated tip elevation in feet below the river’s
water surface.

The estimated Up elevation was SHA’s designer’s estimate,

based on the information he had (boring logs, etc.), of the elevation at which
the soil resistance on the bearing pile that had attained its bearing capacity
would cause the bearing pile to hold the design load placed on It without
failure, i.e., without sinking further into the soil when the design load is
placed on it.
In this regard, the designer deterTnines the estimated tip elevation shown
on the contract plans by, among other things, review of the site data,
including the borings taken, as well as application of engineering parameters
to the design load carrying capacity specified for the bridge.

The calcula

tions which support the design include calculations of load carrying capacity
of each pile supporting the bridge structure.

Thus, the expected elevation at

which a particular kind of (concrete or steel) pile will reach the required
bearing capacity in a soil depends on a number of complex and interrelated
physical and engineering factors.

The contract representations of the

expected bearing capacity of the piling in the soil at this site by way of
“estimated tip elevations” at each pier location was the designer’s represen
tation of a physical factor Involving the actual physical resistance expected
of the subsurface soil to the bearing piles driven into it.

Stated another
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way, the estimated tip elevations represented the physical capacity of the
soil to support the piles and bridge based on piling driven In accordance with
specified contractual, I.e., engineering param eters.
Accordingly, a Type 1 differing site condition at the South River Bridge
site occurred where test piles reached bearing at elevations that significantly
varied from the elevations at which bearing was expected to be reached as
represented by the contract’s estimated Up elevations.

A Type 1 differIng

site condition also occurred where the production piles reached bearing at
elevations that varied from the expected elevations as represented by the
contract’s estimated tip elevations.

A differing site condition occurred even

though production piles driven subsequent to test piles may have reached
bearing at elevations consistent with the elevations at which the test piles
achieved bearing capacity, if they varied from the estimated Up elevations.
A Type 1 differing site condition thus occurred where the production piles
drove to bearing at elevations that materially varied from either the con—
tract’s estimated tip elevations or from the elevation’s at which the test piles
attained bearing at a pier.
The coincidence that the test piles and the production piles achieved
bearing at consistent elevations, however, may affect Appellant’s damages or
equitable adjustment.

Once the test piles driven at each pier indicated that

piles were reaching their bearing capacity at elevatIons that differed materi
ally from the estimated tip elevations represented in the contract plans,
Appellant had information that permitted it to make adjustments and order
piling from the manufacturer of sufficient lengths necessary to attain bearing
at elevations Indicated by the elevations at which the test piles reached their
bearing capacity.

Appellant potentially could mitigate some of its costs at

piers where the production piles ordered drove to elevations consistent with

U
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those indicated by the test piles although the test piles had driven to bearing
at elevations that differed materially from the contracts estimated Up
elevations.
Thus Appellant has the burden of proof to show the extent of any
increase in its costs or time required for performing any part of the work
due to the material variance between the test pile elevations and the
contracts estimated Up elevations or due to the material variation between
the production pile elevations and the contract’s estimated tip elevations.
Stated another way, the contract assigned Appellant the responsibility to
order the appropriate lengths of production piles based upon the actual
elevations at which the test piles achieved bearing capacity at a pier loca
tion, although there was a Type I differing site condition due to the discrep
ancy between actual subsurface soil conditions and the represented subsurface
soil conditions.
The material variation in elevations at which pile bearing was achieved
across a pier at a particular pier location also constituted a Type 2 differing
site condition under the circumstances experienced under this contract.
Material variations In bearing elevations from pile to pile across a pier and
particularly between adjacent piles constituted abnormal and unusual condi
tions In this area of the South River, although some variation in bearing
elevations normally would be expected to occur during pile driving.

(Friets

Testimony App. Lxii. 1003—50/18; Tr. 20—67/8; 3—120/2; 3—120/1; Exh. 97; [see
Appellant’s Initial Brief, pp. 49-54).

Where production piles driven reached

bearing capacity at elevations that varied materially from both the con—
tracts estimated tip elevations and the elevations at which the test piles
attained bearing a Type 2 differing site condition occurred.

This condition of
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a variation between test pile elevations and production pile elevations is
urnmual and differs materially from thie pile driving conditions ordinarily
encountered in this area.
We next discuss what occurred during the driving of the test piles
to bearing and the driving of the production piles to bearing at each pier
location that used IS” x 18” prestressed concrete piles as part of the bridge
support structure.

After discussing the concrete piers, we discuss Piers 13

and Piers 14 which are supported by the
Pier 1.

141? ii

89 lbs steel H Piles.

This was a land pier as opposed to a water pier.

For ow purposes,

a water pier is a pier supported by piling located within the boundaries of the
river.
line.

The piles at a water pier are driven into the round below the water
The contract plans specified the minimum Up elevation for Pier I as

approximately —15’, that Is 15 feet below 0.0’ elevation, which the contract
specified as mean low water (M.L.W.

=

0.0’).

The contract plans located the

estimated tip elevation and the minimum Up elevation at approximately the
same elevation, i.e., at -16’.

0

The two test piles drove to depths that were 21

feet (elevation: —37’) and 37 feet (elevation: -53’) deeper than the estimated
tip elevation of -16’.

Production piles drove to bearing at elevations short

of, between, and as long as the elevations indicated by the test piles.
ExIt 250).

(App.

Both the test piles and the production piles reached bearing

elevations that materially varied from that shown by the contract pians.
(App. ExIt 250).

Significant cutoffs of piles were required for the production

piles that drove to bearing short of the expected bearing elevation indicated
by the contract’s estimated tip elevation.

A Type 1 differing site condition

occurred within the meaning of the Differing Site Conditions Clause, although

Q)
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Appellant did not coTuplain to the SHA procurement officer specifically that
the differing site condition that occurred extended to the location of this
particular land pier.
A differing site condition was not alleged and did not occur at this

Pier 2.

pier location.

The test piles and production piles attained load bearing

capacities at the approximate elevations indicated by the contract estimated
Up elevations for Pier 2.
A differing site condition was not alleged and did not occur at this

Pier 3.

pier location.
The contract plans indicated the estimated tip elevation at —34’.

Pier 4.

The

two test piles driven on each side of the pier reached bearing near the
elevations indicated by the contract’s estimated tip elevations.

The test pile

on the east end12 of the pier location drove to bearing at the —34.9’ elevation.
The test pile driven on the west side of the pier location drove to bearing at
an elevation of —35.8’.

The production piles reached bearing at or near the

estimated tip elevation indicated in the contract.

(Resp. Exh. 387).

Neither

the test piles nor the production piles drove to bearing at elevations that
materially varied from the estimated Up elevations shown on the contract
plans.

A Type I differing site condition did not occur at the Pier 4 location.

Production pile were driven at the rate of 9.33 piles per day (28 pIles in
three days).
Pier 5.

Both test piles reached bearing capacity at an elevation that was

approximately 10 feet below the estimated Up elevation indicated by the
contract.

Production piles were ordered based on the depth at which the test

piles reached bearing.

Most of the production piles reached bearing at

12We have followed the convention used throughout by SHA and Appellant that
the east end of a pier Is the end of the pier indicated by the Pile No. 1
location, although the contract plans and specifications indicate that Pile No.
1 at each pier was at the west end.
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elevations that were consistent with the elevations at which the test piles
achieved bearing.

However, two production piles drove approxImately 22-25

feet deeper than the elevations reached by the test piles.

Further, two other

production piles reached bearing capacity at elevations that were consistent
with the contract’s estimated tip elevation bearing leaving approximately 10
and 15 feet, respectively, of piling sUcking out of the water which had to be
cutoff.

The test piles and the production piles drove to bearing uniformly

across the pier and reached bearing at elevations that did not materially vary
from the estimated tip elevation shown on the contract plans, except for 3
piles.

A Type 1 differIng site condition did not occur.

(App. Ext. 251).

Production piles were driven at the rate of 12 piles per day (12 piles in one
day).
Pier 6.

The contract plans set the estimated tip elevation for this pier at an

elevation of —35’.
approximately —50’.

The two test piles drove to bearing at elevations of
The production piles reached their bearing capacity at

()

approximately the same elevations at which the test piles reached their
bearing capacity although the production piles drove to bearing at uniform
elevations across the pier.

The production pile elevations at which bearing

capacity was achieved ranged from approximately —48’ to —52’.

The test piles

and the subsequentiy driven production piles thus attained bearing at consis
tent elevations although these elevations varied by as much as 17 feet from the
estimated. Up elevation shown In the contract plans for this pier location. A
Type 1 differing site condition occurred due to the material difference
between the contract’s estimated Up elevations and the elevations at which
the test piles and production plies attained bearing.

Production piles were

driven at the rate of 2.28 piles per day (32 piles driven in 14 days).

C
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Pier 7.

Appellant did not allege that a differing site condition occurred at

this location.

Actual driving of the test pillng and production piling did not

indicate that a differing site condition occurred.

Production piles were driven

at the rate of approximately 4.25 piles per day on the average (Tr. 5-85/13,
Womack).13
Pier 8.

The minimum Up elevation was set at —40’.

the estimated Up elevation as —45’.

The contract indicated

The test pile on the east side of the

pier location drove to a depth greater than —65’, a varlaton of 20 feet from the
estimated Up elevation, or a 144% increase in the test pile depth over the
depth of the estimated pile tip elevation as indicated by the contract.

The

production piles driven near the test pile on the east side of the pier reached
bearing at elevations varying from approximately —48’ to approximately -65’.
On the west side of Pier 8, the test pile drove to approximately —44’.
Production piles driven on the west side of the pier generally reached bearing
short of the test pile elevations but ranged from —44’ to —47’.
252).

(App. Exh.

Appellant had cutoffs across Pier 8 ranging from lengths of 13 feet to

lengths approachIng 25 feet.

The cutoff lengths for the production piling

generally were greater for production piles driven on the west side of Pier 8.
This is understandable as the piles on that end of the pier drove close to the
estimated Up elevation, although Appellant acting conservatively and reasona
bly had choseb to drive longer piles based on the deeper depths indiqated by
the test pile on the east end of the Pier 8 location.

The test piles and

production piles indicate a non—uniform sloping bearing strata across the Pier
8 location.

This type of notation Is used to reflect the “(Volume of Tran
13(Tr. 5-85/13)
script-Page/Line)”.
—
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At Pier 8, Appellant experienced significant variations in elevation at
which the piles achieved bearing.

It had to make significant cutoffs ranging

--

“

up to 25 feet in length for piles near the test pile located at the Pile No. 27
position.

A differing site condition occurred.

(App. Exh. 252).

Appellant

drove production piles at the rate of 2.89 pIles per day (26 piles in nine
days).
Pier 9.

The

The contract plans Indicated a minimum tip elevation of —52’.

contract Indicated the estimated tip elevation at —58’.
bearing at -66’ and one at —67’.

One test pile drove to

One of the test piles was not driven

pursuant to the MEN Formula but was driven to criteria that encompassed
SEN Formula requirements.

This test pile was the pile that was test loaded

for the required Pier 9 load test that was discussed regarding Appellant’s Pier
9 load test claim.

Appellant generally drove the production piles uniformly

across Pier 9 to bearing at elevations within 10 feet of the estimated tip
elevation although at a deeper elevation and consistent with the elevations at
which the test piles reached bearing and some of these production piles
reached bearing at elevations that approached the —70’ elevation.

However,

ten production piles unexpectedly drove to elevations short of the contract’s
estimated tip elevation on the west side of Pier 9.

Several of these piles

drove to bearing at or short of the contract’s minimum tip elevation.

This

required unexpected and material cutoffs of greater than 10 feet in 10 of the
41 piles.
A differing site condition occurred because some of the piles reached
bearing at elevations significantly shallower than the estimated tip elevations
shown on the contract plans requiring cutoffs of piling greater than 10 feet.

0
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This was greater than reasonably should have been anticipated.

Appellant

drove the production piles at Pier 9 at the rate of 4.4 piles per day (40 piles
in nine days).
Pier 10.

The minimum tip elevation was —52’.

The estimated tip elevation

was —58’, the same parameters that the contract plans established for Pier 9.
The test pile driven on the east side of the pier reached bearing at approxi
mately —78’, and the one driven on the west side reached bearing at approxi
mately —77’.

Many of the production piles drove to bearing at elevations

approximately 20 feet below the estimated tip elevation.

Production piles

drove to bearing at varying elevations on the east side of the pier.

Some

production piles on the east side of the pier reached bearing at elevations
that significantly varied from the elevations at which the test piles reached
bearing.

A number of the production piles drove uniformly, particularly those

on the west side, and reached bearing consistent with the test pile elevations,
although at elevations significantly below the estimated tip elevation.

Others

attained bearing at elevations between the contract estimated tip elevation of
—58’ and the bearing elevations achieved by the test piles.

One production

pile reached bearing at an elevation between the minimum tip elevation and
the estimated tip elevation.
tip elevation.
erratic.

One production pile drove short of the minimum

Actual conditions experienced at this pier were abnormally

Cutoffs on both the east side and west side of Pier 10 ranged from

a few feet on the west side to cutoffs of approximately 31 feet on the east
side.

A differing site condition occurred because the elevations at which the

piling reached bearing varied materially from the estimated tip elevations at
which piling was expected to achieve bearing as represented by the contract

-
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Appellant also had to make a number of cutoffs where piles took up

plans.

short of their expected bearing elevations.

(App. Exh. 254).

Appellant drove

the production piles at the rate of 2.7 pIles per day (41 piles in 15 days).
Pier 11.

The contract minimum tip elevation was —52’.

fied the estimated tip elevation as —60’.

The contract speci

The test piles drove to bearing at

approximately —79’ on the east side of the pier location and to -77’ on the
west side of the pier location.
pier.

Appellant experienced seven cutoffs at this

The production piles generally drove to their bearing capacity at

uniform elevations across the pier, that Is, to depths ranging from —68’ to
approximately —78’.

One production pile drove to bearing at approximately

—50’, ten feet shallower than expected from the contract estimated tip
elevation, and had to be cutoff.

A differing site condition occurred because

of the material variation that occurred between the actual tip elevations at
which the test piles and production piles reached bearing when compared to
the estimated tip elevation for this pier.

However, Appellant drove 34

production piles in three days at Pier 11 for a pile driving rate of approxi
mately 11 piles per day.
Pier 12.

A differing site condition occurred at this pier location.

of Fact No. 26).

SHA’s expert, Mr. Trauner, found that Appellant encoun

tered a differing site condition.
rate of 3.5 piles per day.
Piers 13 and 14.

(Finding

Appellant drove the production piles at the

(28 plIes In eight days).

These piers involved driving 14” x 89 lbs steel test piles

and 14” x 89 lbs steel production piles and are addressed below.
Pier 15.

The contract specified the minimum tip elevations as —99’.

estimated tip elevation was set at —106’.

(App. Exh. 249).

The

Appellant drove

the test piles to bearing at elevations consistent with the contract estimated
tip elevation of -106’, although one test pile had excess piling of approxi—

0
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mately 17 feet above the +1’ cutoff elevation.

(Rasp. Exh. 389).

Production

piles drove to bearing at uniform elevations across the Pier 15 location
consistent with the elevations indicated by the contracVs estimated tip
elevation,

Production piles were driven at the rate of 3.7 piles per day (26

piles in seven days).

A material variation from expected conditions as

represented by the contract, i.e., by the contract estimated tip elevations for
Pier 15, did not occur at this pier location.

There was no differing site

condition at this pier. 14
Pier 16.

A differing site condition Is neither alleged nor occurred at this

pier location.

Appellant drove the production piles at the rate of 3.2 piles

per day.

(32 piles in ten days).

Pier 17.

The minimum tip elevation set by the contract was -80’.

Exh. 249).

(App.

The estimated tip elevation represented by the contract was —85’.

One test pile drove to bearing at approxImately -99’ and one drove to bearing
at approximately —100’.

Production piles drove to bearing elevations across

the pier that were uniformly consistent with the elevations Indicated by the
test piles, although the elevations at which the production piles reached
bearing ranged in elevations from approximately —94’ to —100’.
390).

(Resp. Exh.

A differing site condition occurred because of the significant varia

tion between the contract’s estimated tip elevations and the elevations at
which the test piles and the production piles reached bearing.

This variation

ranged from approximately 10 feet to approximately 16 feet. Appellant drove
the production piles at the rate of 8.25 piles per day (33 piles in 4 days).

14PIer 15 is an example of what Appellant reasonably should have expected to
occur during performance of this contract. The contract set the estimated
tip elevation. Appellant drove the test piles to bearing at elevations that
were within several feet of the estimated tip elevation thus verifying the
contract’s estimated tip elevation. It ordered Its production piles and then It
drove them to bearing at elevations consistent with the estimated tip ele
vations that had been verified by the test piles.
63
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Pier 18.

The contract set the minimum tip elevation at —58’.

represented the estimated tip elevation at —61’.

The contract

The test piles drove to

C

bearing at elevations ranging from approxImately —79’ and —95’, a difference
of 18’ and 34’, respectively, from the —61’ estimated tip elevation indicated by
the contract plans.

Appellant drove 41, 96’ long production piles at this pier

in 12 days for a pile driving rate of 3.4 piles per day.

Several of the

production piles broke during driving because of their very long lengths.
Replacement piles had to be driven at those locations.
At Pier 18 the actual elevations at which the piles achieved their load
bearing capacity varied materially from that expected as indicated by the
contract’s estimated tip elevation.
Pier 19.

A differing site condition occurred.

The contract set the minimum tip elevation at approximately —37.’

The contract’s estimated tip elevation was set at approximately —38’.
Exh. 249).

(App.

The test pile on the east side of the pier location drove to

bearing at an elevation of -40’.

The test pile on the west side of the pier

achieved bearing at an elevation of —36’, roughly one foot short of the
minimum tip elevation.

(App. Exh. 255).

C)

however, the concrete production

piles driven on the east side of the pier drove to bearing at varying elev
ations ranging from approximately —42’ to —65’.

On the west side of the pier

the production piles drove to bearing at elevations ranging from elevations of
approximately —44’ to -78.’
19.

Appellant made major cutoffs of piling C

flI..

While seven piles required no cutoffs, fifteen production piles had cutoffs

greater than approximately twenty feet.

There were a number of cutoffs of

approximately 30 feet in length with at least two cutoffs of approximately 36
feet.

(App. Exh. 255).

Appeilant drove 28 production piles In 13 days, a rate

of 2.15 piles per day.

a
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The actual conditions at which the piling achieved bearing varied slgnifi—
canlly from the estimated Up elevation Indicated in the contract plans.
flased on its driving experience at Piers 18 and 20, Appellant reasonably chose
to order 78 foot long piles even though the estimated Up elevation was set
at approximately —38’ for Pier 19 and the test piles driven verified the

estimated Up elevation at approxImately —38.

Had Appellant not chosen the

longer 78 foot production pile lengths in a number of instances the production
piles would have been too short to reach the depths necessary to achieve
In some instances, the actual elevations at which the piles

bearing capacity.

achieved bearing were 30—40 feet below the Pier 19 estimated Up elevation.
(App. Exh. 255).

If the piles had been too short Appellant would have been

required to do the additional work of pulling these production piles, driving
longer piles, or splicing piles.

(App. Exh. 255).

Appellant mitigated some of

its damages by choosing the longer piles based on its pile driving experience
at Piers 18 and 20, although its driving experience with the test piles at Pier
19 had indicated that production piles approximately 45 feet long would be
required (40 feet to bearing plus six feet of cutoff).

However, Appellant still

had to make significant cutoffs of piling.
A differing site condition clearly occurred at Pier 19 due to physical
conditions that varied materially from the subsurface conditions Indicated by
the contract’s estimated tip elevations.

That is, the differing site condition

is shown by piling that reached their bearing capacity at elevations which
differed materially from the elevations represented by the contract plans.
Pier 20.

The contract specified the minimum Up elevation as —40’.

estimated Up elevation was shown as approximately -46’.

The

(App. Exit 256).

The test pile on the east side of the pier location drove to bearing at
approxImately -67’.

The test pile on the west side drove to bearing at -48’.
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The elevations at which the production piles reached bearing across this
pie varied erratically from pile to pile ranging from an elevation of —43’
(between the minimum Up elevation and the estimated tip elevation) to
elevations as great as —75’.

There was an overall a difference in elevations

at which piles reached bearing capacity across the pier of approximately 32
feet.

The difference in depths between the elevations at which the two test

piles attained bearing was approximately 19 feet.

(App. Exh. 256).

Fourteen

piles required significant cutoffs ranging In lengths of up to approximately 29
feet.

At Pier 20, Appellant drove 28 production piles in nine days for a

driving rate of 3.1 piles pa day.
A differing site condition existed at Pier 20 based on the materially
Irregular elevations at which the production piles attained bearing across the
pier, the significant variation of at least 10 feet between the estimated pile
Up elevation for Pie 20 and the elevations at which the production piles
attained bearing, and the significant number and lengths of cutoffs that
Appellant had to make when piles took up at relatively shallower elevations
than reasonably expected from review of the contract plans.
Pier 21.

The contract minimum tip elevation was set at —31’ and the

estimated tip elevation was set at —32’.

(App. Exh. 249).

condition did not occur at this pier location.

A differing site

The elevations at which the

test piles reached bearing did not materially vary from the contracts
estimated tip elevation.

The production piles reached their bearing capacity

generally at elevations that did not materially vary from the contracts
estimated pile tip elevation.
Pier 22.
391).

The contract set the minimum tip elevation at -22’.

The contract plans represented the estimated Up elevation at approxi

mately —23’.
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(Rasp. Exh.

The test pile on the east side of the pier location drove to
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(7;

bearing at an elevation of approxImately —25’.

The test pile on the other side

of the pie drove to bearing at an elevation of approximately —26’.

(App.

Exh. 249).
The production piles drove to bearing at elevations ranging from approxi
mately -27’ to -30’.

The elevations at which the production piles attained

their bearing did not vary materially from the elevations indicated by the
estimated Up elevation set forth in the contract plans or from the elevations
at which the test piles attained bearing.
condition did not occur.

(Rap. Exh. 391).

Appellant drove the production piles at the rate of

approximately 4.25 piles per day on the average.
Pier 23.

A differing site

(Tr. 5-65/13, Womack).

The contract set the minimum Up elevation at —22’ and the

estimated Up elevation at -23’.

(App. Exh. 249).

A differing site condition

is neither alleged nor occurred at this pier location.

Appellant drove the

production piles at the rate of 5.2 piles pe day (26 piles in five days).
Pier 24.

This pier was a land pier.

oclctrred at this pier location.

No differing site condition is alleged or

Appellant drove the production piles at this

pier at the rate of 7.3 piles per day (22 piles in 3 days).
Pier 25.

Pier 25 was the last pier location on the north end of the new

South River Bridge structure.

This was a land pie.

No differing site

condition is alleged or occurred at this pier location.
Pier 13 & Pier 14.
A differing site condition within the meaning of the differing site condi
tions clause occurred at the Pier 13 and Pier 14 locations.

The 14” steel

piles reached bearing at elevations that materially varied from the elevations
Indicated by the estimated Up elevations set forth In the contract plans.
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The deep driving of the piles evidenced conditions of soil resistance that were

()

unknown at this site and were unusual and differed materially from those
conditions ordinarily encountered.
Pier 13.

The contract required Appellant to drive four, 14” steel test piles.

The test piles were to be left in place to become production or permanent
piles once driven to bearing.

The contract plans required Appellant to drive

92 production piles across the length and width of the Pier 13 location.

The

contract specified an elevation of approxImately —73’ for the minimum Up
elevation.

The contract set the estimated tip elevation for Pier No. 13 at

—80’.
The four test pil reached bearing at elevations of approximately —105’,
—113’, —119’, and —101’, respectively, well past the estimated Up elevatiom
indicated by the contract plans.

The elevations at which these test piles

attained bearing varied from the contracts estimated Up elevations by

()

approximately 25’, 33’, 39’, and 21’, respectively.
The 14” steel production piles reached bearing aoss Pier 13 at eleva
tions that ranged from approximately -80’ to -100’ on the eastern side of Pier
13 to elevations of approximately —126’ toward the middle of the pier and to
elevations of approximately -95’ to —101’ on the western end of the pier.
Thus, in the middle area of Pier 13 production pile bearing elevations varied
from approximately -82’ to approximately -126’, a difference of approximately
43 feet In depth for steel piles driven at approximately the same location.
(App. Exit 247).
In one area toward the western end of Pier 13, a production pile drove
to bearing at an elevation of approxImately —125’ with adjacent piles driving
to shallower depths at elevations ranging from approximately —102’ to —108’.

In

C’
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n
this same location, other production piles generally reached bearing betwee
bearing
elevations of approxiately —93’ to —100’, although one of them drove to
(App. Exh. 247).

at an elevation of approximately —105’.

The elevations at which the piles driven at Pier 13 reached bearing
varied materiaily from the contract’s estimated pile Up elevation and were
variations not ordinarily expected for this area.

In addition, the elevations at

ally from
which the 14” steel piles reached their bearing capacity varied materi
lly
one location to another across the pier location, although the piles genera
tended to drive to bearing at deeper elevations at the center portion of the
pier.

The bearing elevations of piles driven from the east side of the pier to

the west side would resemble en inverted Bell Shaped Curve if they were to
be plotted on a graph.

The bearing elevations are shallow at both sides and

become deeper in the middle of the pier location.
Pier 14.
permanent

(Exh. 247; App. ExIt 248).

Pier 14 also called for four 14” x 89 lbs steel test piles and 92
production piles.

(App. Exh. 248).

The contract specified a

minimum Up elevation of approximately —97’ and an estimated tip elevation of
-105’.

The four test piles driven reached their bearing capacities, respee

tively, at elevations of approximately —112’, —125’, —180’, and —181’ moving from
the eastern end of the pier to the western end.

(App. Exh. 248).

The elevations at which the 14” steel production piles reached bearing
show a marked contrast between the eastern half of Pier 14 and the western
half.

On the eastern half or side of Pier 14, the steel piles drove to their

bearing capacities elevations ranging from as little as -103’ (slightly shallower
than the contract’s estimated tip elevation) to as deep as -182’ a variation of
—79’.
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There were approximately 53 productIon piles driven from a point in the
middle of the pier location to the eastern side of this pier.

C)

Of these,

approximately 23% (12 of 53 piles) drove to bearing at elevations deeper than
-160’.

However, approximately 66% (35 of 53 piles) drove to bearing at

elevations less than the —120’ elevation.

(App. Exh. 248).

Many of these

latter 35 piles reached bearing generally near the —110’ elevation.
The western side of Pier 14 shows an entirely different picture.

A large

percentage of the piles, well above the majority of piles (85%, 41 of 48
piles) drove to their bearing capacities at elevations below —160’, wIth many
Not

of them driving to bearing at uniform elevations of approximately -180’.

one 14” steel production pile reached a bearing elevation of less than —120’,
although one pile reached bearing at an elevation of —120’.

(App. Exh 248).

SHA Breed that the pattern established at Pier 14 by the elevations at
which the piles reached their bearing capacities indicated that there was a
shelf of dense subssf ace material running across the pier location from east
to west with the shallower edge of this shelf starting on the eastern en of

C)

the pier and running at a downward angle across the Pier 14 locatIon tLward
the western end of the pier.

The physical conditions at Pier 14 materially

varied from the conditions indicated by the contract’s estimated tip ele
vations, as demonstrated by the contractor’s pile driving experience, and
clearly indicate that a differing site condition existed as defined by. the.
contract’s. Differing Site Conditions Clause.

These physical conditions also were

unknown, unusual and differed from those conditions ordinarily encountered or
expected at this location.
Based on the above discussion of the subsurface conditions encountered
by Appellant when driving the concrete piles and the steel piles at the piers
across the South River, we find that a differing site condition within the

a
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meaning of the Differing Site Conditions Clause occurred at the South River
Bridge construction site as evidenced by the physical driving conditions
Appellant experienced at Pier Nos. 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, and
20.

In this regard, SHA’s expert witness stated his view regarding the

concrete piles that a subsurface condition materially varying from that shown
In the contract plans and specifications existed at PIers 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
17, 18, 19 & 20.

(Tr. 19—71/12, 72/14, 101/24; Exh. 355, p. 75).

SHA’s

expert also agreed that there was a differing site condition at Pier 14.

(Tr.

86/24; Exh. 392).
In summary, as to the 18” concrete piles Appellant demonstrated the
existence of a differing site condition.

Appellant establlshed a material

difference between contract’s representation of subsurface conditions at the
site as Indicated by the contract estimated tip elevations (the location where
SHA represented the piles would achieve bearing capacity based on the
subsurface resistance of the soil) and the actual subsurface, physical condi
tions that occurred at the site as indicated by the actual elevations at which
piles achieved their bearing capacities.

A material variation occurred if

piles did not achieve bearing capacity within 10 feet of the estimated tip
elevations shown in the plans and specifications for those piles that drove to
bearing at elevations deeper than the contract’s estimated tip elevations.

As

we said, it was reasonable for Appellant based on a review of the contract
plans to reasonably expect that, the test piles and production piles would
reach their bearing capacities within ten feet of the estimated Up elevations.
The plans Indicated that SHA would pay Appellant as part of the contract
unit price for piling five feet beyond the cutoff point of +1’ above 0.0 ft.
elevation.

In addition, a ten foot cutoff indicating a ten foot variation in

pile bearing depths, was a reasonable variation that ought to be ordinarily
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expected for pile driving work at the South River Bridge site.

And Appel

lant in its bid anticipated at least a five feet variation from estimated tip
elevations in addition to the five feet above the cutoff point allowed by the
contract.

For similar reasons, as discussed a differing site condition occurred

at Piers 13 and 14.
We also

(Friets Testimony, pp. 33—36, 43—45).

find, as we stated, that a Type 2 differing site condition

occurred given the significant variations (greater than ten feet) in elevations
at which plies achieved their bearing capacity within and between piers during
both the test pile phase and the production pile phase of the contract work.
Such variation in depths of elevation when driving piling in this site area is
unusual and not ordinarily encountered.

(Friets Testimony, App. Exh. 1003—

50/18). 15
ft.

Quantum

a.

General
We subscribe to the principle that Appellant is entitled to an equitable

adjustment based on the difference between what it should have reasonabiy
cost to perform the contract work required by the contract and what it
reasonably cost to perform the work as changed as a result of the differing
site condition.

However, Appellant must prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that the changed circumstances attributable to the differing site
condition caused an increase in its costs above the costs reasonably antici

15Aside from Its position under the contract’s Differing Site Conditions Clause,
Appellant also contends that the 120% overdriving requirement mandated by
SHA’s designer was a key reason why the bearing elevations attained varied
from the estimated tip elevations set forth in the contract plans. Appellant
thus argues that when SHA required Appellant to drive piles to 120% of
design load the result was to overdrive the piles to bearing at elevations
beyond that indicated by the contract’s estimated tip elevations which the
designer specified in the contract plans. There is no need to resolve this
issue, however, so as to decide if this is a plausible explanation of why the
driving conditions, i.e., the subsurface site conditions, varied from the driving
conditions as Indicated in the contract plans by the estimated tip elevations.

¶227,
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pated.

See N. Fiorito Company, Inc. v. United States, 189 CIC1. 215, 416

F.2d 1284 (1969); C.H. Leavell and Company, ENG SCA No 3492, 75—2 BCA
1111,596 (1987); Tompkins & Co., ENG BCA No, 4484, 85—1 BCA 1117,853
(1985).

See generally Modern Foods, Inc., ASBCA No. 2090, 57-1 BCA 11229

(a proper equitable adjustment is the difference between what It would have
reasonably cost to perform the work as originally required and what It
reasonably cost to perform the work as changed.)
We find that Appellant’s costs were Increased by the differing site

condition.

We further find that Appellant reasonably should have been able to

drive the concrete piling at the rate of at least six piles per day, and the
steel piling at the rate of six piles per day.

Appellant’s pile driving rate was

approximately four piles per day (3.7 piles per day overall and 4.25 piles per

day at so—called good piers) piles per day on the average for the concrete
piers and 3.4 piles per thy on the average for the steel pile piers.
Appellant achieved reasonbly good pile driving rates on Pier 11 (11.3
piles per thy), although a differing site condition occurred at that pier. This
may be explained by the fact that the actual elevations at which the piles
achieved bearing wee reasonably uniform across the pier although signifI—
cantly deeper than the contract’s estimated tip elevation for that pier.

By

contrast, for example, Appellant achieved a pile driving rate of only 3.7 piles

per thy at Pier 15 where there was no significant variation between the
estimated Up elevation, the test pile elevations, and the production pile
elevations.

(Resp. Exh. 389; [see Appellant’s Reply Brief, p. 33]).

And at

PIer 16, Appellant attained a driving rate of only 3.2 piles per day, although
there was no material variation between the contracts represented conditions

and actual driving conditions.

(Exh. 172; Exh. 356, p. 22).
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We conclude from the entire evidence of record therefore that Appel
lant’s pile driving problems (excluding the splicing operations required) were
somewhat more Impacted by the variations in the elevations at which indlvi&
ual piles at each pier attained bearing rather than than by the variation
between the contract’s estimated pile tip elevations and the actual elevations
at which piles attained bearing at a particular pier location.

In this regard,

where the piling drove deeper than anticipated at some piers but also drove
to their bearing capacities at consistent depths, work a’ews were abLe to
attain a pile driving production level above a learning curve level for those
particular piers and thai were able to achieve reasonably uniform pile driving
rates for those piers.

We are not thus persuaded that a comparison between

a “should have been driving rate” and the actual driving rate Appellant
experienced is appropriate to compute damages using Appellant’s calculation
method.
Here, Appellant based Its bid on the quantity of piling set forth in the
WB.

As we said above, this quantity correlates directly with the depth of

piling indicated by the contract estimated tip elevations for each pier loca
tion.

This quantity of

piling

almost exactly matches the quantity of pifing in

terms of the length of pile required that is derived from the “estimated pile
Up elevations” shown on the contract plans for each pier location.

The

estimated pile tip elevations, as represented in the contract documents on
which Appellant based its bid, are the benchmark for determining whether
there was a differing site condition or change.

As well, the contract’s

estimated Up elevations for each pier location establish benchmarks that can
be used to measure the Impact of the differing site condition for purposes of
determining Appellant’s equitable adjustment.

¶12274
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SHA argued that there was no differing site condition at those piers

where the actual elevations at which the production piles achieved bearing did
not vary from the actual elevations at which the test piles reached bearing,
even when the test pile elevations varied from the estimated pile Up ele
vations set forth in the contract.

As we held above, the Type 1 condItion is

determined based on representations in the contract documents.16

We thus

disagree with the SHA position as it affects SHA’s liability, although its

theory does come into play regarding quantum calculations.
In analyzing the quantum Issues once again one must distinguish between
the bridge that Appellant contracted to build and the bridge it actually built.

Appellant’s equitable adjustment thus depen upon the extent that the change
In circumstances caused It increased costs and those increased costs can be

attributable to SHA tinder the terms of the contract.

And, as stated above,

Appellant has to show how the material variance in production pile elevations
from the contract’s estimated tip elevations impacted its costs once it had
obtained driving Information from the test pile program.
SHA maintains that Appellant was not in fact damaged with respect to

those piles driven to deptl greater than the contracts estimated tip ele
vations.

SHA points out that this was a unit price contract based on dollars

per linear foot of pile driven and that Appellant was paid at the contract
unit prices I or the additional length of pile driven.

Thus, according to SHA,

Appellant teceived greater compensation than it anticipated when it had to
&ive piles to deeper elevations because its fixed costs did not change.

16SHA’s expert witness, Mr. Trainer’s, theory Is that a differing site condition
occirred only if there was a significant variation between the production pile
elevations and the test pile elevations. (Rasp. Exh. 392, p. 53). His theory
Is erroneous and we reject it.
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In a unit price contract, however, all costs might not be recovered by
the unit prices bid by a contractor at the time of contract formation If, as

C

in this instance, quantities significantly greater than anticipated are encotm—
tered.

See LS. Homer, stipma See Pennsylvania Dqmrtment of Tranortation

v. Trumbull Corp.

,

513 A.2d 1110 (Pa. Comm. W. 1986).

As Appellant points

out, for example, piling longer than reasonably anticipated often required
additional splicing and related piling operations which increased costs beyond
those anticipated and covered by the unit price.

Appellant further points out

that the longer piles were more difficult to pick up by the crane and place in
the driving leab during preparation for driving, and different and additional

crew members and equipment were required.

Also, long piles that had to be

cutoff because they reached bearing short of the bearing elevation anticipated
required different cutoff metho, different size crews, and equipment, and
resulted in greater time and expense than cutoffs of shorter piling less than
10’ feet in length.

A cutoff greater than 10 feet in length, as we said, is

our measure of a material variation in length from the cutoff lengths that
should have been anticipated from the contract specifications.

Under the express provisions of the Differing Site Conditions Clause,
Appellant is enUued to any impact ccets that it incurred above what it was
paid on a unit price basis by way of an equitable adjustment, LS. Homer,
‘pra.

Appellant thus is entitled to an equitable adjustment to the

extent it demonstrates that its reimbursement based on the contract unit
prices did not recoup its increased direct costs caused by the differing site

condition.

See Kedco, Inc. v. Loury Hill Construction Ca, 392 N.W. 2d 18

(Minn. App. 1986); Pennsylvania Dqt of Trans. v. Trumball Corp., ipra.
Thus, if a segment of the contract work took longer to perform than reasona—

C
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bly anticipated, although it was performed within the overall contract time
allowed, the work necessarily required more labor and equipment hours, i.e.,
the direct costs to perform inaeased over those anticipated.

SHA, however, contenct that Appellant’s costs did not increase In its
costs due to any noncritical delays, meaning delays to segments of work that

did not result in an overall delay to the contract, and, that It did not suffer
a cost impact on the overall job due to any Impact of the differing site
condition at those piers where there was no differing site condition.
reject SHA’s argument.

We

If Appellants costs of performance increased due to

the differing site condition, Appellant Is entitled to an equitable adjustment
for such costs, however occurring, even If overall contract performance time
did not extend beyond the contract time allowed.

Performance within the

contract period, however, eliminates recovery for contract delay type costs,
e.g., extended overhead.
Calculation of the amount due Appellant because of the differing site
condition requires an analysis of the proofs of quantum placed in the record
by the parties.

We use the “jtry verdict” in this decision In part method to

arrive at a final equitable actmtment, since Appellant proved that It was

damaged in fact.

In this regard, we adhere to the following principle:

The ascertainment of damages, or of an equitable adjustment, Is
not an exact science, and where responsibility for damage is
clear, it is not essential that the amount thereof be ascer— tft
taiñable with absolute exactness or mathematical precision.
is enough if the evidence adduced Is sufficient to enable a court
or jury to make a fair and reasonable ap[roximation.’
Granite Construction Co., I MSBCA 66 (1983), at 34 (quoting Electronic &
Missile Feellitles, Inc. v. United States, 189 Ct. Ci. 237, 416 F.2d 1345 1969);
Calvert General Contractors Corp., MDOT 1004, 1 MSBCA 15(1981).
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In summary, Appellant is entitled to an equitable adjustment for the
cost Impacts of the differing site condition in the amount of $188,940.39 plus
an amount for pre-decision interest to the date of this decision.

()

Appellant’s

cost Inaease due to the differing site condition includes the Increased cost
Impacts incurred for additional splicing of piling onto plies caused by the
unanticipated deep driving of piles, increased costs incurred due to cutoff of
piling required by the unanticipated short &Ivlng of piles, increased costs
caused by having to abandon piles driven, increased costs caused by the waste
of piling for cutoffs greater than the 10 feet anticipated, increased costs due
to pulling and redriving of piles, increased costs resulting from the unan
ticipated additional time needed per pile to &ive piles at pier locations where
the elevations at which piling reached bearing varied materially within the
pier location, and the Impact costs caused by the Inefficiencies occurring In

Appellanes performance metho as a result of the differing site condition.
The estimated tip elevations set forth in the contract are the starting
point for determining whether the conditions that Appellant encountered

C)

caused an increase or decrease in Its cost of, or the time required for,
performance of any part of the work under the contract, whether or not
changed as a result of such conditions.

(Contract General Provisions, para

graph 104.04, “DIffering Site Conditions”).

The contract specifications

indicated to contractors that they could expect at least a five foot variation in
the length of each pile as a reasonable variation.

In formulating Its bid

prices Appellant included an additional five feet of pile length as a “safety
factor.”

Thus Appellant reasonably anticipated a total of 10 feet of variation

in the elevations it anticipated from the actual elevations indicated in the
contract by the estimated tip elevations.

Stated another way1 for variations

In lengths of up to 10 feet from the estimated tip elevations, AppellanVs

0
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price covered its normal pile driving costs, assuming otherwise uniform and
normal driving conditions.

Therefore, It was not damaged where the varia

tions were less than 10 feet.
Appellant’s unit prices, Including the amount It allowed for wastage due
to pile cutoffs, captures some of its cts plus profit end overhead for driving
additional lengths of pile, splicing piles, pulling piles, redriving plies, abandon
ing piles, and making cutoffs of up to 10 feet in length above the anticipated
pile lengths.

The anticipated pile lengths referred to are those determined by

the length of pile between the contracts estimated pile tip elevations and the
cutoff elevation of +1’ above the water line for the 18” x 18” prestressed
concrete piles.

For the steel piles at Piers 13 and 14 It is the length

between the estimated pile tip elevations and —25’.
SHA contench that it paid Appellant under the contract unit prices of
the contract for the additional linear feet of piling driven below the esti
We have considered such additional

mated pile tip elevation at each pier.

payment in calculating Appellant’s equitable adjustment.

For example, if

SHA’s payment to Appellant at the imit prices for additional length of piling
driven covers AppeUants cts and a reasonable profit despite the differing
site condition then Appellant has not suffered a cost impact and Is not
entitled to additional money by way of an equitable adjimtment, even In the
face of the differing site condition.

However If a long pile reached bearing

elevation at an elevation short of the elevation anticipated, Appellant would
not receive payment wider Its wilt prices for the length of pile above the
cutoff elevation.

Also, the contract required Appellant’s unit prices to

Include a price for this waste of piling material above the cutoff elevation.
Appellant included a 4% factor in its bid to cover this circumstance.
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However, Appellant is entitled to an equitable adjustment to the extent that
this factor in its unit price did not cover pile cutoffs of excessive lengths
greater than the ten foot variation in pile lengths reasonably expected.
SHA approaches the differing site condition costs on a pier by pier

basis.

It argues that there were piers where no differing site condition

occurred.

SHA maintains that at those pier locations for the piles driven17

Appellant was paid Its unit price which covered Its costs and thus there was
no additional cost Impact for which SHA Is responsible.

As noted above, we

disagree with Silks analysis in this regard.
The Differing Site Conditions Clause applies to secure reimbursement for
the contractor for the cost increase to any part of the work, whether or not
changed, due to the differing site conditions.

Thus, If proved, Appellant is

entitled to damages caused by loss of productivity, or loss of efficiency, at
“good piers’t, i.e., at those piers where the piles drove to bearing at ele
vations consistent with the elevations set forth in the contract plans, if the
loss of productivity is shown to have been caused by driving of piles at “bad

()

piers”, i.e., at those piers where actual pile bearing depths attained varied
significantly from those represented.

In this regard, we should perhaps repeat

that we have found that the whole site involved a differing site condition
(both Types 1 and 2).
b.

Quantum Calculations
Appellant’s equitable adjustment is determined as follows.
18 inch Prestressed Concrete Test Piles Bid Item 408.

1TWe use “driving” in the broad sense to include all those steps necessary to
place the piles, Including pile driving with the hammer, splicing piles, cutoffs,
jetting piles, pulling piles, breaking piles, and abandoning piles.
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Appellant’s actual productivity rate for driving the 18” prestressed
concrete test piles was approximately two piles per day.

Its 1s of eff I—

ciency or productivity as a measure of Its damage due to the differing site

condition would be the difference between the actual pile driving rate
achieved and the rate It should have achieved.

However, Appellant has not

shown its decrease in driving rates was attributable solely to the differing
site condition for which SHA is responsible.

There were other factors that

contributed to Appellants failure to reach Its intended pile driving rate.
Appellant is responsible for some of these factors, Including equipment
breakdowns and failure for no apparent reason tied clearly to the differing
site condition to attain Intended pile driving productivity at piers (“good
piers”) where thee were no material variations In subsurface condltior, e.g.,
at Piers 15 and 16.

Thus Appellant’s methodology for calculating Its equitable

adjustment does not clearly link Its loss of productivity in pile driving rates
to the differing site condition sufficiently enough to base a damages decision
on Its methodology.

See Newell ClothhE Cp,, ASBCA No. 28306, 86-3 BCA

119,093 (1986).
However, the record establishes the fact of Appellant’s damages and
provides a basis for calculating Appellant’s equitable adjitment, even though
we do not follow Appellant’s method of calculating its loss of productivity
based on an analysis of pile driving rates.
jg,, MSBCA 1366,

—

MSBCA

_,

See Grelner Erlneerkig Sciences,

(March 28, 1989) 9 at 21.

In this regard,

we find. Appellant Is entitled to an equitable adjtmtment of one work day for
the critical delay (delay to the overall work) at Pier 6.

Appellant Is entitled

to four days of noncritical delay in driving the 18” concrete test piles and
the resulting costs, although this work for the most part (except see the Pier
6 calculations) was not on the critical path schedule for the project. (SHA
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ExIt 356 AppendIx F.; Trainer Testimony Tr. 18-63/15; SHA Exh. 357, pp.
47-48, 50—60; SI-IA ExIt. 352 (Rubino & McGeehin Audit Report)).

AppellanVs

equitable adjtnbnent for the 18” prestressed conaete test pIle Is calculated
as follow&
Critical Delay (1 workday (WD))
Labor

—

Straight time

—

$106/Er x 8 its

$

(1 workday) (Exh.297)
Payroll Taxes & htstrwice
Field overhead

-

294.76

$848.00 x .3476

1,701.80

$8,509/week x 1 wkJS WD x 1 WD

—

Payroll Taxes & Iris.

848.00

-

896.80

$4,4841wk x 1 wk/5W0 x 1 WD week

$

Subtotal A

3,741.36

Non Critical Delay (4 WD)
Labor

—

$ 3,392.00

$106/it. x 4 WD x Bhrs/WD

Payroll Taxes & his.
Equipment18,

—

-

1,179.06

$3392 x .3476

1,585.82

SHA Exh.357, p. 48 adjusted to 4 WD

Maintenance
Fuel Ccsts

—

—

586.75

37% x $1,585.82

933.20

SHA Exh. p. 5? adjusted to 4 WD

Outside Rental Barge $1,500 X 4 WD x 1/22 WD
per month

-

$

272.73

Subtotal B

$ 7,949.56

Subtotal MB

$11,690.92

Profit (10%)

$ 1, 169.09
$12,860.01

18SHA’s equipment cost calculations are used as the reasonable equipment costs
for performance of the additional work caused by the differing site condition.
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Add:

Contract Unit Price (Item 408) to drive 5 addItional
18” concrete test piles of 367 LInear Feet at
$35.OOfL.F. (SI-IA Exh. 357, p. 19; includes profit and
$12,845.00

overhead)

$25,705.01
77.12

Bond (0.3%)

$25,782.13

18” Concrete Test Pile Equitable Adjustment

18 inch Prestressed Concrete Production Piles

—

Bid Item 407.

A reasonable planned rate of production pile driving was 6.0 piles per
day for the 18” concrete production pile driving work, although there is
evidence that Appellant intended to drive only at a production pile driving
rate of 4 pIles per day.

Appellant’s actual pile driving rate averaged approxi

mately 4.25 piles per day, although Appellant only achieved a pile driving rate
averaging approximately 2 piles per day at those piers impacted by the
differing site condition.

However, Appellant’s calculations that are based on a

comparison of actual and expected pile driving rates Is not suitable to use to
determine the ls of efficiency or ls of productivity.

Appellants method

ology of calculating the differential between its planned, or expected,
production rate and its actual production rate is tainted by other occirrencas
for which. SEA is not responsible.

For example, Appellant had problems with

its low water footer forms (a form into which conerete is potted for the foot

or bottom of the bridge’s pier support structure) which caused a delay to this
project of approximately 5 five montla
bility,

This delay was not SEA’s responsi

It was a design problem arising between Appellant and its form

supplier.

(Tr. 5—74/15, Womack Testimony).

However, SEA agrees, and we
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find, that Appellant performed extra work In completing consete pile cutoffs
for the 18 inch conaete production piles.

(SHA Brief, p.l55).

The extra

C)

work required to cutoff the conaete production piles that took up short of
the elevatIoi at which they were expected to attain bearing ocesred as a
direct result of the differing site.condition.

in this regard, Appellant’s

equitable adjustment is based on having to make 82 major conaete pile
cutoffs at Piers 5, 8, 9, 10, 18, 19, and 20.
254, 255, and 256).

(App. Exhs. 249, 251, 252, 253,

A major cutoff of a pile Is a cutoff greater than 10

feet of pile beyond the length of pile reasonably expected to be driven from
review of the contract plain, as measured between the estimated pile Up
elevation and the Indicated cutoff elevati on.
A labor cost of $137.40 per cutoff and a aew cost of $93/hour (SHA
Exh. 297—18 Inch test pile) yields 1.48 hours per cutoff.

For 82 major cutoffs

this equates to 122 additional hours (1.48 hours/cutoff x 82 cutoffs
hours).

=

121.36

BRA calculated the $137.40 per cutoff based on the differential

between the actual pile driving costs for Pier 7 which had no cutoffs and
Pier 7 and Pier 20 wee symmetrical as to

PIer 20 which had 15 cutoffs.

layout and the number of production piles In each pier.
128—29).

According to Mr. Trauner,

(BRA Brief, pp. 42,

SHA’s expert, Appellants bid included an

estimate that there would be a total of 400 cutoffs at $45 per cutoff or a
total of $18,000 for Item 407.

—

(SHA Exi. 1; Tr. 19—32/1, Trauner Ttimony).

Assuming BRA liability, Mr. Trawier provided three methocE for adjUng the
contract cats to account for the cutoff cts included in Appellants bid and
recovered through the unit prices SHA paid Appellant for contract performance
pursuant to contract Item 407.

(Trauner, Dec. 9, 1986 Tr. 32—35).

the adjasUnent based on Mr. Trainer’s second method.
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We, make

We use the $137.40

(:)

derived cost for a cutoff based on the actual cutoffs Appellant made and
subtract the $45.00 bid for each cutoff.

The cutoff figure we use is $92.40.

Appellant’s equitable adjustment Is calculated as follows:
Extra work of 122 hours to perform 82 major cutoffs.
Labor costs

$92.40 per cutoff x 82 cutoffs

—

(Tr. 19—34/19,Tratmer Testimony)

$7,576.80
2,633.70

Payroll Taxes & Ins. $7,576.80 x .3476

$10,210.50
Excess waste of material above Appellant’s 4%
estimate of waste of material.

$ 2,402.56

192.2 hF. x $12.50 per L.F.
(see SHA Brief, pp. 53-54).

Subtotal
Profit (1096)

$12,613.00
1,261.30
$13,874.30

Bond (0.3%)

41.62

Subtotal—Labor and
$13,915.92

Material
Equipment’9

—

122 hours x $238.32 per hour (SHA Brief,
App. A, unnumbered page 5)
Maintenance 37% x $29,075.04
Fuel

—

$29,075.64
10,757.76

SHA Exh. 357, p. 57 at

$237.59 per day x 122 hrs.
x

8 hrs. per day

$ 3,623.25

19Equipment rates are based on SHA’s equipment rate calculations.
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C)
Subtotal

Total

—

—

Equipment

$43,456.05

18” Cona’ete Production Piles

Equitable Adjustment (Labor &
$57,37 1.97

Equipment)
14” Steel Test Piles

—

Pier 13 and Pier 14

—

—

Bid Item 404.

At Piers 13 and 14, the impacts caused by the differing site condition
occurred at Piers 13 and 14 as they did at the other pier locaUo,, although
the construction methoth differed somewhat because the piles were steel
A different methodology, crew makeup, equipment,

rather th concrete.

etc., are used to cutoff 14” x 89 lbs. steel piles than are used to cutoff the
18” x 18” prestressed concrete

piles.

For example, concrete saws and a

jackhammer are used to cutoff a concrete pile, while a blowtorch Is imed to
cutoff a steel pile.

Other operadom, e.g. splicing, also require somewhat

different construction techniques.

Appellant was impacted by having to drive

excessively lange piles than anticipated, having to splice piles in the leach,
having to make pile cutoffs of excessive lengtI, having to abandon piles, and
having to remove piles.
In this regard, Appellant Incurred a five day noncritical Impact delay at
Pier 13.

(App. ExIt. 297, Tr. 4—76/20, 76/2; Rasp. Exh. 356, pp. 10—l5).SIIA

caused the confusion that affected Appellant’s pile driving operation and
resulting Impact cats.

This occurred because of the question raised at the

beginning of pile driving regarding which pile driving formula the contract
specifically required Appellant to use to drive the steel piles (I.e. the SEN
Formula or the MEN Formula).20 The delay Incurred while SHA determined the
2°Note, this Is a different issue from the one regarding Appellant’s request to
be reimbursed for the concrete test pile driven at Pier 9 to the SEN Formula
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proper driving formula required by the contract.
the

This delay iii interpreting

tracts requirements which SI-IA accepted as its responsibility as to this

issue resulted in five work days of additional aew and equipment time for
which SHA Is required to reimburse Appellant by way of an equitable
adjustment.

(SHA Exh. 392, pp. 51—52 (Traimer)).

SHA agrees that the site at Pier 14 dIffered materially from what was

depleted In the contract.

Thee was a shelf of bearing strata which varied

aaoss the pie location that catmed the resistance of the subsurface soil
bearing strata on one side of the pier to be materially different from the
resistance of the bearing strata on the other side of the pier.
137).

(SHA Brief, p.

Appellant thus encountered a differing site condition at Pier 14 es

shown by the test plies Indicating the shelf.
Exh. 392).

(Tr. 18—142/9, Trawier; Resp.

Appellants equitable adjustment for the additional work it took to

drive 141? test piles at Pies 13 and 14 due to the differing site condition is
calculated as follows.
14” Steel Test Piles

—

Pier 13 and Pier 14

Bid Item 404

—

5 Days PIer 13 Non Critical/Extra Work (Traimer, Dec. 9, 1986 Tr. 48).
5 Days PIer 14 Non Critical/Extra Work (Tratmer, Dec. 9, 1986 Tr. 51).
Labor:

$ 8,320.00

$104/fr x 80 hours

Payroll Taxes & Ins.

—

2,892.03

$8,320 x .3476
(A)

Equipment:2’

$517.10/day x 10 days

$11,212.03

$ 5,171.00

(SHA Ext. 357, p. 48)

where the MEN Formula was already required by the contract for driving
concrete test piles. There was some confusion in the specifications as to the
correct formula for driving steel piles. SHA decided that the contract
required the Use of the SEN Formula when driving steel piles with an
derwater hammer.
We use SliMs equipment rates as the appropriate rates based on the evi
dence of record.
87
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Maintenance
‘

Fuel Ct

-

—

1,913.27

37% x $5171.00

6,134.20

$613.42/day x 10 days
(SHA Exh. 357, p. 58)(B)

()

$13,218.47
$24,430.50

Total (A)4-(B)

2,443.05

prof It (10%)

$26,873.55
80.62

Bond (.3%)
Equitable Adjustment
Steel Test Piles

—

—

14”
$26,954.17

Bid Item 404

(Pier 13 and PIer 14)

14” Steel Production Piles

—

Pier 13 and PIer 14

—

Bid Item 403.

Appellant is entlued to an equitable adjustment for the noncritical
impact delay for driving of piles that wee abandoned, for pulling of piles
that did not reach bearing, for inleacb splicing of piles where pilIng drove to
bearing at excessive deptI, for excessively long cutoffs of piles that reached
bearing at shallower elevations than anticipated, and for the cumulative
impacts of these activities on AppeilanVs performance of the pile driving
work.
Pier 13
We have found that Appellant encountered a differing site condilon at
PIer 13.

SHA’s expert agreed.. He recognized the time needed for cutting

off piles, the time needed to &lve piles that were abandoned because they
did not reach bearing, and the extra time needed to drive longer piles than
could be anticipated from review of the contract plans.
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In this regard the

()

•

—....

.

..:

•
—

I

contract bid quantity for the 14” steel production piles far both Piers 13 and
14 was 12,450 linear feet.

Appellant actually drove 17,520 lInear feet of

piling, a 141% inaease in quantity.

(SHA Exh. 392—86/24;3611).

AppeUant reasonably should have been able to drive at the rate of 6
piles per day for the 14” steel production piles for a total driving time for
the 92 piles involved of approximately 16 days.

However, the actual pile

driving time for Pier 13 was 27 work days for an overrun of 11 days.

There

were no Inlead splices at Pier 13, but there were cutoffs ranging from one
foot to twenty feet in length.
At Pier 13 Appellant generally drove the production piles uniformly and
consistently across the pier using production pile length sizes that were based
on the elevations at which the test piles achieved bearing, although the
production piles drove to bearing at elevations well below the contracrs
estimated tip elevation (i.e., at elevations ranging from the estimated tip
elevation of -80’ to elevations ranging from approximately 10 to 20 feet below
the estimated tip elevation).

These piles also generally attained bearing at

elevations that were at deptin somewhat shallower than Indicated by the
elevations at which the test piles achieved bearing, except in the middle of
the pie where a considerable number of production piles drove to bearing
anywhere from an elevation of —82’ to —125’, a difference of 43 feet.
We find Appellant’s time impact for the differing site condition at Pier 13
was 3 wotkdays.

The remaining delay is attributable to Appellant for

equipment breakdowns, Appellant’s form work problems etc., and for its
failure to prove that the additional time is attributable to SHA, as is its
responsibility under this appeal.

89
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Pier 14
Appellant took 35 actual days (40 days mirnm 5 days for equipment
problems) to drive this piling due to the vagatiow delving conditions encoun
tered at this pier.

(Tv. 4-81/22).

As we found and as SHA conceded, a

subsurface strata or shell exists on one side of the location of Pier 14 that
does not exist on the other.

The result is that In most cases the piles driven

on one side of Pier 14 drove to bearing at elevations approxImately 171%
(compare —180’ to —l05 deeper than the bearing elevations attained on the
other side of the pie.

(Appellants Exh. 248).

In this regard, 51 of the

production piles actually driven were approximately 160 feet In length or
longer.

The SHA englneets estimate of the length of pile at the time of

contract award was 80 feet based on an estimated tip elevation of —105’ and
the cutoff elevation of -25’ (below mean low water).

Also, test pile elevation

depths at Pier 14 varIed by as much as 89 feet among the fair test piles
driven.

(Tr. 11—30/23, 82/3; App. Exh. 1003—26/14; Tr. 11—87/23, 88/4, 88/10,

88/15, 88/23; Tr. 11—148/12, 121/9; Tr. 3—64/3, 97/20; Tr. 11—149/1, 149/20;
App. Exh. 172).
At PIer 14 the nonthilcal impact delay was caused by the material
variability In the subsurface soil conditions across the pier location.
subsjrf ace condition significanily affected plle driving conditions.
had to deal with inleads splicing and cutoffs on a daily basis.

This

Appellant

It had to deal

continuously with the question of whether to splice additional piling onto a
pile when the pile had not reached bearing at the time the top of the pile
being driven was near the waterline but still had a driving distance of
twenty—five feet below the water to the cutoff elevation of —25’.

¶227.
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As Appellant continued to drive piles at this pier, It could never

determine on a consistent basis what length of pile would be required.

Some

piles would achieve the required blowcowit Q,earlng) at a high elevation and
some at a low elevation.

For example, Pile No. 61 achieved bearing at a tip

elevation of —120’ and Pile No. 38 reached bearing at a tip elevation of —181’,
a 61 foot difference In pile depti5 although the two piles were only eight
However, Appellant reasonably should have expected only a 10

feet apart.

foot variation In elevations at which bearing would be attained across the
PIer 14 location.

The result of the above described conditions was disruption

to the 14” steel production pile driving operation at Pier 14 whIch resulted In
an Ineease in costs above those covered by Appellant’s unit prices for
driving the steel production piles.

(App. Exh. 1003—62/3; App. Exit 247; Tr.

3-9417, 11—144, 6—166/25, 6—167/4, 6—167/8; SHA ExIt 392—86/24, 87/16; Tr.
18—117/25, 149/2, 249/16; App. Exh. 297; Tr. 10—18/2, 19/1; App. Exit
lOOlA-65/8).
Appellant reasonably anticipated driving 92 steel production piles at Pier
14 in 16 days based on a reasonable pile driving rate of 6 piles pet day.
Appellant contends it took 35 days to drive these piles for a variance of 19
noncritical Impact delay days, if its equipment breakdown problems are

excluded.

Appellant’s delay analysis expert, however, calculated 18 days of

noncritical delay.
SHA, on the other hand, believes Appellant incurred up to 17 days of
noncritical impact delay in the work Including 10.3125 days for splicing piles

in the leads, and cutoff delays.

(SHA Brief, pp. 14445).

SI-lA’s conclusion is

based in part on a detailed analysis of how long It took Appellant to

complete 55 splIces that were required due to the unanticipated deep driving

91
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of piling.

SHA’s experts analysis of the noncritical impact delay of 17 days

Is consistent with Appeilants experts analysis of this time.

(SHA ExIt 392,

pp. 56, 92—94, Tratmer).
We find Appellant’s noncritical delay at Pier 14 was for 17 days includ
ing the time required for pile splicing, pile cutoffs, driving longer piles than
anticipated, pulling piles, and &iving piles that were later abandoned.

The

delay at Pier 14 when combined with the 3 day delay at Pier 13 yieli a
total of 20 days of noncritical delay as follows.
Pier 13

3 WI) days, noncritical delay (SHA

—

Exh. 392, p. 87)
Pier 14

—

17 WI) noncritical delay (SHA
Exh. 392, p. 87,Trawier)

Total

20 WD noncritical delay

However, SHA’s calculatloin rather than Appellant’s more accurately
reflect based on the record the cost impact of the additional work Appellant

()

performed based on the actual, additional work required due to the differing
Accordingly, our method of determining Appellants equitable

site conditiom.

adjctment Is based on SHA’s method of calculating Appellant’s equitable
adjustment coupled with

application of the jiry verdict method.

Abandoned Piles at $30.00 per linear foot

—

Pier. 13— Pile Nos. 11, 19, 33A, 35A
& 36; 470.4 L.F. of additional piling
(SHA-RFF (SHA Proposed Finding of
Fact 196.01
& SHA Exh. 367)
470.4 LF. x $30/L.F.

wilt price

$

14,112.00

Pier 14 Pile Nos. 1, 5, 8; 351.5
L.F. of additional piling
(SHA-RFF 214.04 &
SHA Exh. 367)
351.5 hE. x $30/L.F.
—

$

Subtotal (A)
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10,545.00

92

24,657.00

C

Splicing
Extra Work
none
Pier 13
-

—

55 splices at 2.0 hours per
Pier 14
AFF 210 (Appellant’s
(Appellant
splice
Proposed Finding of Pact;
Appellant’s Brief, p. 92;
App. Exh. 1001A-66flj
REF 150) = 110 hours
(SHA
or 13.75 days
—

-

Pier 14: 13.75 days x
Crew Cost
$1,146/day
—

Payroll Taxes & Insurance
$15,757.52 x .3476

$15,757.50
4,107.98

Subtotal (B)
Eqtflnnent
13.75 days (SIJA Exh. 357.
Pier 14
per day
$457.88
x
p. 62)
Maintenance (37%)
adjusted)
Fuel (SHA Exh. R357, p. 59

$ 21,234.81

—

—

Subtotal (C)
Excess Material (RFF 214.05)
(credit for material length of
abandoned piles 821.9 I.E.)22
821.9 hE. X 89 lbs per L.F. =
13,149.1 lbs. at $19.70 per 100 lbs.
Subtotal (U)

6,293.10
2,328.45
2,372.18

$ 10,993.73
$ 31,217.58

($ 14,410.37)
$ 16,807.21

Subtotal (B)

$ 49,035.75
Markup (10%)
Total Extra Work
+ Abandoned Piles (A)

•

4,903.58

$ 53,939.33
24,657.00

$ 78,598.33
Bond (.3%)

235.79

Equitable Adjustment 14” Steel
Piers 13 and 14
Production Piles
-

Total

$78,832.12

Summary of Appellant’s Equittle Adjustment

22since the unit price includes the cost of the material in excess material
usage calculated by Mr. Trauner, this must be deducted.
93
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L

Wave Equation

No Entitlement

U.

Load Test-Pier 9

No Entitlement

$ 25,782.13

III. 18 Inch Conete Test Piles
W.

18 Inch Cornrete Production Piles

57,371.97

V.

14 Inch Steel Test Piles

26,954.17

VL

14 Inch Steel Production Piles

78,832.12
$188,940.39

Equitable Adjttment
predecision Interest

Md. Ann. Code, State Finance and Procurement Article S15—222, entitled
“Interest” provides as follows:
(a)

Award

—

Authorized.

-

Notwitintandling any

provision of a procurement contract, the Appeals Board
may award Interest on money that the Appeals Board
determine to be due to the contractor under a
contract claim.
(b)

Same

—

Acaual.

—

(1) Subject to paragraph (2)

()

of this subsection, interest may acue from a day
that the Appeals Board determines to be fair and
reasonable after hearing all the facts until the day of
the decision by the Appeals Board.

*

*

*

Appellant’s claim was complex and involved detailed analysis of htm&ecb
of documents by the parties and their experts during the course of submittal
of the claim to SHA and during the course of this appeal.

However, we

believe the parties were reasonably knowledgeable concerning the technical,
legal, and cost aspects of Appellant’s claim at the time the agency Issued the

C
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final decision denying the claim in its entirety.

Pursuant to our discretion

ision
under §15—222, we thus have fixed the date for commencement of predec
Pn

interest that we find to be fair and reasonable based on the record in this
Appellant thus

appeal to be the date of the Administrator’s Final Decision.

of
shall accrue predecision Interest on its claim from June 10, 1985, the date
the Admlnlstrato?s Final Decision denying Appellant’s claim, to the date of
this decision.

However,

(Administrator’s Final Decision Rule 4, Tab 11).

pursuant to Appellant’s agreement, we find that that interest shall not accrue
for the period from April 15, 1987 to July 29, 1987.

Retaine:
SHA held $25,000 of Appellant’s money due under the contract as
retalnage from November 12, 1983 (the date of Appellant’s invoice) to
February 26, 1987 when SHA returned all but $1000 of the retalnage to
Appellant.

However, SHA still holds $1000 as retalnage under the contract.

Appellant Is entitled to Interest at the rate of 10% on the contract amounts
SHA held as retainage ($25,000) and on the amount it continues to hold as
retainage ($1000) based on the days held determined as follows:
Retainage Days
($24,000)
1983

November 12 —December 31

49

($1,000)
49

368

366

1985

365

385

1986

365

365

1984

-

1987

(January 1 to February 26)

1987

(delete April 15 to July 29)

1988

57
260
366

¶227

1989

Days in 1989

(January 1 to Date of Decision)
1202

Total
Retalnage Days

(7

In addition, Appellant shall acaue lntert on the award under the
Appeals Board decision from the date of the decision until the day on which
the award Is paid pursuant to Md. Ann. Code State Finance and Procurement
Article 515—222(c).
For the foregoing reasons, therefore, the appeal is sustained In the
amount of the equitable adjustment stated.

0
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APPENDIX A
PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES

Inchideth
This work shall include the manufacturing, ftrnishing, fabricating,
handling, driving, installing test piles, cutting off and performing pile
load tests of the precast prestressed conaete piles shown on the Plans
and as described herein
*

$

•

Section 34.05—3 of the Specifications is amended to add:
*

*

S

The equipment for driving precast prestressed conaete piles shall
conform to the Specifications except that pile driving hammers shall be
steam or air operated only and develop driving energies not less than the
following:

Square Dimension
of Pile
18”
12”

Minimum Hammer Energy
40,000 ft.—1t.Thlow
25,000 ft.—ths./blow

Approximate elevations of pile tips shown on the Plans have been
estimated from boring Inform allan, but are not to be considered final. It will
be the Contractors responsibility to determine the pile lengtls from test
piles.
AU piles shall be driven to the minimum safe bearing value shown on
the Plans and must penetrate to the minimum Up elevations shown on the
Plans or as otherwise indicated by the results of the pile load tests, all as
directed by the Engineer. The Engineer shall be the sole judge as to what
constitutes a satisfactory penetration of the pile into original ground.
Piles shall be driven to a tip elevation approximately the same as the
nearest test pile and as much deeper as necessary to develop the required
safe bearing capacity as indicated by the pile driving formula.
The hammer to be used for driving permanent piles shall be the same
hammer that was ed to drive the test piles. If the Contractor changes
hammers, he mist drive additional test piles at his expense before driving
the permanent piles even if the energy ratings of the hammers are identical.
Jetting or predriuing of piles will be permitted by the Engineer only
after receipt and approval of the Contractor’s proposed metho.
The heath of the piles shall be cushioned during driving by approved
cushion blocks consisting of several plies of wood or other approved material.
During driving the reduction in thickness of the cushion block shall be limited
to 25% of the original thickness.
¶227

The Contractor shall size the complete pile-hammer system by a suitable
wave equation analysis for the various subsurface conditions to be encountered
on the project in order to prevent over—stressing the piles and submit the
analyses to the Engineer prior to any driving.

(N
I

Piles shall be held in fixed leads during driving. The Intent of these
Special Provisions Is that the leads support and the hammer follow the pile
tiroughout the entire length of diving.
No field splices will be permitted in any pile unless specifically approved
by the Engineer in writing.
The Contractor shall furnish the Engineer schedules of the driving
sequence he proposes to use at piers and the south abutment, and driving
shall not be started at any pier or abutment until the schedule for the
locatiai lies been approved. Departures from these schedules shall not be
made without the Engineer’s approval.
Section 34.05—3 Paragraph 7
modified to:
P

whert

Determination of Bearing Value will

for single acting power hammer

2E
0.1 (WP)

for double acting power hammer

+

S

+

(wit)

Safe bearing power in potmcb

P

=

W

=

Weight In pounds of striking parts of hammer

H

=

Height of fall in feet

S

=

Average penetration In inches per blow I or the
last several inches of penetration.

WP

=

Weight of pile and follower combination.

WR

=

Weight of Rain

E

be

2W!!
0.1 (WP)
(Wit)

S

P

—

=

Approved hammer energy per blow in foot—pounds for
double acting, and differential acting hammers.

The ratio of WP for the purpose of computations, shall be not less
Wit
than i.o.23

23This factor modifies the Standard Engineering News Record Formula (SEN
Formula) to the Modified Engineering News Record Formula (MEN Formula).
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For battered piles the deaeased energy due to the inclination of the
pile driving hammer shail be sed in determination of bearing value.
Test piles shall be driven in permanent vertical pile locations as
indicated on the Plar, and/or as directed by the Engineer. Test piles found
satisfactory shall be utilized as permanent piles.
After the test piles have penetrated to the minimum Up elevation
and/or have been driven to the minimum safe bearing value shown on the
Plans, load tests shall be performed on those plies so designated on the Plans
or as directed by the Engineer in writing.
Test Loadkg
Test loadings of 200 tons shall be performed on certain of the test
piles as noted on the Plara The top of the test pile to receive the test load
shall be 5 feet (minimum) above the mean high water. The test load shall be
applied to the top of the pile at this elevation.
The Ccmtractor shall fsnlsh the Engineer with adequate facilities I or
confirming load and settlement readings 24 hours per day including lighting
and shelter from rain, wind, and direct sunlight in the area of the instrumen—
tation beam.
Test loading shall be performed in accordance with the applicable
provisiom of Section 34.05—3 of the Specificatiors except as modified herein
and by the applicable provisions of ASTM 1)1143.
a

a

a

Method of Measurement and Basis of Paymenb
Refer to the Specifications and the following
Payment for pile load tests, authorized by the Engineer in writing,
will be paid for at the contract unit price bid per each for pertinent
Pile Load Test Item.
A test pile driven In a permanent pile location and if approved by
the Engineer, may be Lsed as a permanent pile, but shall only be paid
for as a test pile.
Ho payment will be made for any field splice or buildup In test or
permanent piles.
[Contract Special Provisions, pages 78-82.j
•

7.

*

*

DetermInation of Bearing Value
As prevIoly mentioned, it Is of extreme importance to
the State to know the safe bearing value of the pile contem
plated by the plans. Usually, test piles are provided for by
the contract and to the piles so designated will be subjected
¶227

to such tests so as to obtain reasonable reliable data. The
determination of the bearing value will be primarily obtained
from observation and reporting of the behavior of the tat
pile from the time first placed in the leach until it attains
practical refusal or reaches a stratum designated by the
plans or set forth by the Engineer. To furnish the Engineer
and Contractor with a guide as to the probable supporting
value at each position, the Engineer will compute the safe
bearing value from the following form ula

V..

‘

for gravity drop hammers,
2WH
5+1.0
for single acting power hammers,
P = 2WH
S.Q.L
Double acting power hammers
P = 2E
8+0.1
P=safe bearing power in paunch,
where
Wweight in poinds of striking parts of hammer,
H=height of fall in feet,
E=approved hammer energy per blow in foot—
pounds for double-acting, differential—
acting and disel hammers,
Sthe average penetration in Inches per
blow for the last several Inches of pene
tration.

P

=

The foregoing formulas are applicable only when:
(a) The hammer has a free fall In the case of gravity
drop hammer,
(b) the hammer Is operating properly and at the menu—
facturec’s recommended speed in the case of a power
hammer,
(c) The head of the pile is not broomed or crushed,
(d) The penetration is reasonably quick and uni
form,
(e) There Is no sensible bounce after the blow,
(f) A follower Is not used.
Twice the height of the bounce shall be deducted from
determine Its value in the formula.

“Fl”

to

If the contract does not provide for test loading, the results
of the aforesaid formula as applied to the test piles will be
used to designate the penetration or lengtt of piles. If,
however, the project does provide for test loading the results
obtained as aforesaid will be held in abeyance until the
specified test loads are applied.
[Contract General Provisions, pages 310—311 (State of
Maryland, State Roads Commission, Baltimore, Maryland,
Specifications for Materials, Highways, Bridges and Incidental
Structures (March 1968; 2nd Edj)(”Blue Book”)].
4.

Required or Anticipated Length of Piling.

C
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The depth of penetration of the length of piling for a
project or a part of the project will generally be determined
by driving test piles. As a design is based upon the
assumption of each pile or group of piles being capable of
safely and permanently supporting the assumed design load, it
is extremely important that the actual safe bearing value of
piling is known. As a general rule, subsurface exploration
and drive tests will give the designer a clue as to probable
length of piles which will allow the required safe bearing
value. Also as a general rule, the Plans or Special Provi
sions will indicate certain minimum lengths, penetrations or
tip elevations desired. From this information the Contractor
shall order and drive the test piling. The actual safe bearing
value of the test piling can then be determined by methods
subsequentiy described. Then from the test pile data and
behavior, the Contractor shall order the permanent or
remainder of the piling required to complete the contract,
all of which is subject to the Engineer2s approval.
The provisions of the previous paragraph, while applying
primarily to the so-called bearing piles, also apply to pile
supporting bulkheads, fenders and jetties. Although the
methods for testing bulkheads, piles, and sheet piling may
differ from bearing piles, acceptable lengths must still
usually be calculated from test piles.
*

*

*

[Contract General Provisions, 5 34.05—3(4), page 306.]
a

*

102.03 INTERPRETATION OF QUANTITIES IN BID SCHEDULE.
The quantities appearing in the prepared Bid schedule are
approximate only and are prepared for the canvassing of Bids.
Payment to the Contractor will be made only for the actual
quantities of work performed or materials furnished In accor
dance with the Contract. It is understood that the scheduled
quantities of work to be done and materials to be furnished may
each be increased, diminished or omitted without in any way
invalidating prices bid, except as hereinafter provided.
102.04 SITE INVESTIGATION. The Contractor acknowledges that
he has Investigated and satisfied himself as to the coffditlons
affecting the work, including but not restricted to those bearing
upon transportation, disposal, handling and storage of materials,
availability of labor, water, electric power, roads and uncertain
ties of weather, river stages, tides or similar physical conditions
at the site, the conformation and conditions of the ground, the
character of equipment and facilities needed preliminary to and
during prosecution of the work. The Contractor further acknowl
edges that he has satisfied himself as to the character, quality
and quantity of surface and subsurface materials or obstacles to
be encountered Insofar as this information is reasonably ascer
tainable from an inspection of the site, including all exploratory
101
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work done by the Administration, as welt as from information
presented by the &awings and specifications made a part of this
Contract. Any failtre by the Contractor to acquaint himself
with the available information will not relieve him from respon
sibility for estimating properly the difficulty or cast of success
fully performing the work. The Administration assumes no
responsibility (or any condimions or interpretations made by the
Contractor on the basis of the information made available by the
Administration.

(

[Contract Special Provisions, pages 160-61].
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